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EDITÖMAL

Rumo å paz e
nacional

ä harmonizaQäo
em Angola

Towards Peace and National
Reconciliation in Angola

Provavelmente a ciise angolana constitnt a mats proiongada e
sanguinåria que a Africa ainda viveu. Alétn de uma histöria colonial
possivelmente a mats cruel, que qualquer pais africaiio tinha que
sofrer, o periodo pös-coloniai caracterizava-se pela violéncia, pelos
conflitos civis e pelas aflkjöes para o povo angolana A prdpria luta
anti-colonial tinha um caråcter complexo e muitifério; e a realiza^ao
de Independencia aoS 11 de Novembro de 1975, marcou o inicio de
mais uma fase de conflito, principalmente entre o moviraento em
poder, o MPLA, e a UNITA. Numa determinada altura, o pröprio
contencioso angolano ameaqou dividir o apoio do continente
africano entre a duas formas opostas, até a UNITA aliar-se com o
inimigo principal da Africa, nomeadamente o estado sul-africano.
Muito aconteceu desde aquele tempo; e assim, das novas condi^öes
surgem novas expectativas da paz e da harmonizaqäo nacional em
Angola.
Numa edifäo anterior da nossa revista SAPEM (v. 2, na 3/4 de
Dezcmbro de 1988-Janeiro de 1989), haviamos afirmado que o
processo de paz e de harmonizaqäo nacional deva
anålise honesta das origens hLstörkas, politicas e

movimentos rebeldes

como a

partir de uma
socials de tais

UNITA.

correncia das
—

superpotincias. Na verdade, estudiosos tfrieanos
aludir aos Govemos africanos — incUnaram-se

sem

milhares membros dos movimentos rebeldes como adepirracionaiSfpessoas iludidas e enganadaspelos Uderes rebeldes. Estes ultimos estäo motivados pelos ambiqoes pessoais e
egoistas, mas também estSp enganados pelas superpotincias.
Mas, tome em conslderetfio, p§r wm momenie^ ajfaeto de que a
a ver os

tos

UNITA

reconheeida, ati'o dia II de Novembro de 1975,
movimento de libertaqao ao lado do MPLA
Mostra por um lado as fracas qualidades de Uder, de Savimbi,
e por outro, a sua indiferenqa no
que diz respeito ao naeionalismo
africano e ao processo de Ubertaqäo, o facto que o dirigente
da UNITA tern concluido uma alianqa com o inimigo principal
da Africa, o estado sul-africano. Para este pecado, nunca serå
como

era

sendo

um

...

absolvido o Jonas SavimbL Esquecer-nos-emos, portanto, os
milhares da UNITA para quern a visäo de um Angola unido e

condiqöes de paz continue tanto esperanqa agora como era
quando UNITA tinha estatuto de movimento de libertaqåo reconhecido?"
em
na

altura

Daqui o significado do discurso (que transcrevemos na integra
nesta edi^ao) pronunciado pelo Presidente José Eduardo dos Santos
no dia 25 de Outubro de 1990. É um reconhecimento da necessidade
de

"ampliar a democracia" a mesma compreendendo também um
piano de paz" para com a UWTTA. Estas säo palavras que mostram
a ciéncia de governar. Estamos conflantes
que isso é o inicio de um
vcrdadeiro proces.so de paz e harmonizaqao nacional em Angola; o
reconhecimento que os erros do passado devem ser admitidos e
confessados antes de os corrigir.
"

2

The

Angolan crisis is probably the most protracted and bloody
experienced. Apart from a colonial history that
was possibly the most brutal that an African
country has had to
endure, the post-independence period has been characterised by
one

that Africa has

incessant

violence, civil strife, and tribulations for the Angolan
people. The anti-colonial struggle itself was complex and
multi-faceted; and the formal attainment of political independence
on 11 November 1975 marked the
beginning of yet another phase
of conflict, mainly between the ruling MPLA and UNTTA. The
Angolan conflict itself at one time threatened to divide the African
continent between these two contending forces, until UNTTA
clinched an alliance with Africa’s chief enemy, the South African
state. Much has happened ever since; and so new conditions
give
rise to new expectations about peace and national reconciliation in
Angola.
In

an

earlier issue of SAPEM

(Vol. 2, No. 3 and 4,

December/January 1989), we pointed out that the process ofpeace
and national reconciliation has to

begin in an honest analysis of the
historical, political and social origins of such rebel movements as
UNTTA.

Até agora a maioria dos analistas lent mostrado uma tendincia
de acentuar o elemento de apoio estrangeiro, correndo assim o
risco de reduzir o povo (africano) å agente passiva de eonmesmo

November, 1990
Vol. 4, No. 2

So far, most

analyses have tended to emphasise the element of
foreign support at the risk of reducing the (African) people to
mere passive agents
of super-power rivalry. Indeed, even some
African scholars — not to mention African Governments —
have tended to view the thousands who constitute these rebel
blind participants, as people misled and deceived
by rebel leaders who are both in search of their own selfish ambitions and also misled by super-powers. But consider for one
moment the fact that Unita was, prior to II November 1975,
recognised by the OAU as a Uberation movement, side-by-side
with MPLA
It is a reflection of both his poor leadership
qualities and his half-hearted commitment to African
nationalism and the liberation process that the UNITA leader
should have developed an alliance with Africa’s chief enemy,
the South African state. That is a sin for which Savimbi cannot
be forgiven. But shall we forget the thousands in UNITA for
whom a united and peaceful Angola must remain
.as much
a hope now as it was in the days when UNITA was a recognised
movements as

...

..

liberation movement?
Hence the importance of the statement (published in full herein)
by President José Eduardo dos Santos on 25 October 1990. Here is
an acknowledgement of the need for a "broader
democracy" that
will encompass also a "peace plan” with UNTTA. These are words
of statesmanship. We feel confident that this is the beginning of the
real process of peace and national reconciliation in Angola; the
realisation that the mistakes of the past have to be recognised and
acknowledged before they can be rectified.

Sapem November, 1990
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Angola Quinze
Anos Depois: o
Imperativo da
Mudan9a
José Chimuco

D

ilacerada por uma guerra
fratricida de década e meia, que

opöe o Movimento Popular de
Liberta^äo de Angola (MPLA-Partido
do Trabalho), unico no poder, ä Uniäo
Nacional para a Independéncia Total de
Angola (UNITA), oposigäo armada
dir igida por Jonas Savimbi, Angola då os
primeiros passos para o reordenamento
da

sua

ordem

econömica.
drama social

politica, juridica e
Entre a agudiza^äo do

imperativo da mudanga,
aos angolanos, quinze anos depois da independéncia nacional, näo resta outra
alternativa senäo a segunda.
O quadro governamental proposto
preconiza medidas de profundo alcance,
que visarn a paz, harmoniza^äo national,
desenvolvimento e progresso social. A instaura9ao do multipartidarismo, a
renovafäo do MPLA-PT e o salto para uma
e o

economia de mercado säo as tres principais
vertentes do leque de mudan^as avan^adas
pelo partido governamental.

Multipartidarismo:

a

viragem

inevitåvel

Apös govemar o pais, desde 11 de
Novembro de 1975, em sistema monopartidårio,

o MPLA-PT rompe com os receios
hesitaföes e då os primeiros passos para
a viragem inevitåvel: a democracia
pluripartidåria. Ao mesmo tempo, ganha
for^a, no seu seio, a tendéncia renovadora,
e

favorävel ä renuncia
mo e
ou

ao

å opgäo pela via da

marxismo-leninis-

social democracia

do socialismo democrätico.
Os sectores mais abertos do pröprio

inten^äo de

expor o desenho
do novo quadro,
mas
sempre
chocaram com a

resisténcia de

forgas

conser-

vadoras.
A

subita

e

insölita decisäo
de

mudanga foi
forgada por fac-

tores

internos

e

A guerra

extemos, entre os

quais o principal
é, inquestionavelmente,

näo é a unica causa das afligöes econömicas em
Angola
Central do MPLA-PT aceitou

a guerra

contra a UNITA,

movimento

anti-govemamental que goza
do apoio multiforme dos Estados Unidos da
América.

Washington decidiu, a partir de
congelar, até Dezembro, parte da
sua ajuda letal ao grupo de Jonas Savimbi,
na condigäo de que, durante esse periodo,
Luanda prescinda da colaboragäo militär
soviética e estabelega um calendårio para
eleigöes gerais e multipartidårias em Angola, num prazo razoåvel.
Entre as demais causas que influenciaram a intengäo governamental de
viragem, além das pressöes norteamericanas, figuram a tendéncia geral dos
Outubro

estados africanos de
democracia

rumar

pluripartidåria

para a

lado, e,
perestroika soviética, que
forgou a URSS a abandonar Angola nos
seus projectos de socialismo clåssico.
por um

por outro, a

Reunido extraordinariamente

Par-

tido jå manifestaram, por diversas ocasiöes,

Sapem November, 1990

a

da,

no

dias 25

e

26 de Outubro,

em

o

Luan-

Comité

o principio
alteragäo parcial da Constituigäo
nacional, com a instituigäo do multipar-.
tidarismo em Angola, até ao primeiro
trimestre de 1991. Igualmente, até Margo
do pröximo ano, o partido governamental
propöe-se aprovar uma lei sobre partidos
politicos, para, nos doze meses seguintes,
proceder å revisäo global da Constituigäo,
sua aprovagäo, apös ser submetida a debate
publico.
A consagragäo da democracia pluripar-

de

tidåria

na

Lei Fundamental

e a

aprovagäo

do

diploma sobre partidos politicos podem
satisfazer a principal exigéncia da UNITA:
a de ser reconhecida como oposigäo legal.
O ordenamento politico e juridico
proposto pelo MPLA-PT contempla, ainda,
a realizagäo de eleigöes gerais e multipartidarias, depois da obtengäo do cessar-fogo
entre o govemo e a UNITA, em prazos a
definir. Antes das eleigöes, estä
programada a criagäo de um exército
3

nacional linico, com a

despartidariza?äo

Mesmo que aparegam e concorram,

1977. O estado gasta anualmente urna
média de 150 milhöes de dölares na assisténcia aos deslocados de guerra, fugidos

das FAPLA (do MPLA-PT) e das FALA (da

teräo muito pouco peso na

UNTTA).

nativa, dado

O levantamento dos campos de minas
militäres em todo o territörio nacional, para

poderiam arrecadar. É ponto assente,
porém, que, com apenas dois ou mais partidos em Angola impera a necessidade de
mudar e avangar para o caminho logicamente mais correcto, e os angolanos (antes
tarde que nunca) parecem ter iniciado a

das

suas

regiöes pelo agravamento da
situagäo militär.
Igual montante dispende o governo com
a cooperagäo, que,
nalguns casos, nem
sempre tem dado os frutos desejados,
devido å auséncia de adequados mecanis-

marcha ideal.

mos

de controlo.

permitir

livré circula^äo de pessoas e
como o censo populacional e o
registo dos eleitores, säo também passos
a

bens, assim

prévios

ao processo eleitoral.
O Comité Central do partido governamental angolano recomendou a cria9äo
de

urna

das Na^öes Unidas, para
tarefas de identifica^äo e censo do

eleitorado, bem

como

cålculos dos meios e

verbas necessårios. No comunicado divulno final da sua sessäo extraordinåria,
MPLA-PT omitiu os prazos para as

gado
o

eleiföes, que diz virem ser estabelecidos
posteriormente por especialistas. O presi-

balanga

gover-

baixo nivel de sufiagios que

Economia: governo em dificil teste

Comissäo de Recenseamento, que

terå a colabora^äo

o

O governo do MPLA-PT esta em dificil

pela primeira vez, em quinze anos da
as autoridades
ensaiam förmulas realistas e cientificas,
com vista ao relangamento da economia
teste:

independéncia de Angola,

nacional.
As anteriores tentativas
no

ou se

escudaram

pretexto da guerra, ou se caracterizaram

do

pelo voluntarismo, improvisagäo, euföria,
corrupgäo e incompeténcia, bem como pela

governo e comandante-em-chefe das

concepgäo de programas de desenvol-

dente do

Partido, José Eduardo dos Santos,

simultåneamente chefe de estado

e

forfas armadas, propos a realiz^fäo das
eleiföes para tres anos depois do cessarfogo com a UNITA.
Caso

o

movimento de Jonas Savimbi

responda positivamente ås novas propostas
de Luanda, tudo leva a crer que o fim das
hostilidades pode acontecer ou mais tardar
até ao fim do primeiro trimestre do pröximo
ano. Se a guerra terminar até
Margo de
1991 e se a UNITA aceitar a proposta de
ués anos do presidente angolano, significa
que as eleigöes em Angola poderiam ter
lugarem 1993.
Resta saber se este tempo

seria suficiente
para o censo populacional e registo do
eleitorado, num pafs minado e dilacerado
por urna guerra de quinze anos. Especialistas em assuntos militäres dizem que a desminagem de Angola, para ser efectiva,
levaria anos. Seja como for, o multipartidarismo em Angola jå é irreversivel, pelo
mehos

a

titulo conceitual

e

intcncional.

O que pode vir a acontecer, na

prätica, é

que näo se trate de pluripartidarismo na
verdadeira acepfäo da palavra, mas sim de

bipartidarismo, por ser demasiado evidenle a polariz^afåo das tendéncias politicas
um

em tomo
urna

do MPLA-PT e da UNITA. Salvo

eventual ocorréncia de cisöes

destas

no

seio

vimento mais

politicos

econömicos. Somou-se

propriamente
esse conjunto de

que
a

factores negativos a adopgäo mecänica de
modelos de desenvolvimento incom-

pativeis com a realidade angolana, respondendo a compromissos de caråcter meramente politico e ideolögico.
Acontece que os tempos säo de
mudanga. Ä excepgäo de Havana, os outros
inspiradores do modelo econömico angolano, os paises do Leste Europeu, ajustam as suas cstruturas ås exigéncias do
momento.

demais

coincidem

em

equipamenlos. A agricullura

e a

industria

nacionais produzem em niveis muito longc
de satisfazer as necessidades dos cerca de
10 milhöes de angolanos (estimativa
oficiosa). A circulagäo de mercadorias
passo antes a elevada massa
monetaria fora dos circuitos bancarios, o
marca

que tentou
em

corrigir

com a troca

da mocda,

Setembro ultimo.

A maior parte

das receitas,

cm

divisas,

provenientes da exportagäo, cujo grosso
(cerca de 90 por cento) cabc ao pctröleo
brulo e derivados, vai para a compra de
alimenlos, vestuårios, matérias-primas e
maquinaria diversa. O governo pouco ou
nada fez para reabiliiar o incipicnie parquc
industrial do pais, hcrdado da administragäo colonial portugucsa.
Os défices orgamcntais causados pelo
subsidiamento de urna mäquina
empiesarial completamentc improduliva
atingiram indices aslronömicos.

forgas vivas da sociedade,
distorgöcs e os dese-

que as

quilibrios da economia nacional näo se
devem apenas å guerra. A mental idade de
corrupgäo e esbanjamento, bem como o
rccurso a urna cooperagäo do tipo paternalista, entraram com grande peso na
formagäo do caos econömico em que se encontra mergulhado o pais.
Um quadro som brio
Luanda canaliza 50 por cento do

Orgamento Gcral do Estado para a dcfesa.
Os prejuizos directos e indirecios causados
å economia nacional durante os quinze
anos de guerra elevam-se a mais de 20 mil
milhöcs de dölares norte-americanos. A

de momento, o prazo proposto para as

divida externa do pais — sem incluir a contraida com o armamento
bale a chapa

4

do mercado extemo, nos dominios de bens
de primeira necessidade, mäterias-primas c

Na Angola de hoje, tanto os govemantes,
como as

du^ formagöes, as unicas existentes

elciföes näo parece ser suficiente para implantagäo e organizagäo de outras forfas
politicas, em todo o pais.

Angola depende em mais de 60 por cento

A economia nacional estå no
zero: urna

trabalhadora

na

ponto

colheita do

—

dos seis mil milhöes de US

dölares, contra
apenas cerca de 300 milhöes de dölares, em

algodäo (acima)

...

urna

fåbrica de

texteis (å direita).
Sapem November, 1990

Angola, pafs agricola por exceléncia
que, antes da independéncia chegou, a
tftulo ilustrativo, a exportar a9ucar, compra
exterior esse produto alimentar. Enquan-

ao

to 0

hias

petröleo chegasse longe e as companpetrolfferas anunciassem a descoberta

de mais P090S, para os

angolanos e seus
amigos tudo estava bem, mas nada se fazia
para a industrializa9äo do pafs.
Os primeiros sinais de realismo do
MPLA-PT,
acima das

no

sentido de deixar de viver

suas

reais

possibilidades,

come9aram aevidenciar-se em 1983, quando os pre90s do petröleo no mercado livré

foram drasticamente abalados. Com a in-

spira9äo do modelo hungaro de desenvolvimento, o Plano Nacional assumiu, a partir daqu&la data, um caräcter de
emergéncia, visando o saneamento
econömico-financeiro e a estabiliza9äo

polftico-militar. Os objectivos bäsicos
propostos no Plano eram, a médio prazo, a
produ9äo de bens de primeira necessidade,
diversifica9äo das exporta9öes,
bem como a substitui9äo das importa9Öes.
Além de factores de ordern conjunctural
e da sua politiza9äo, o programa näo

aumento e

economia de mercado. O
medidas preconizadas tem
actua9äo nos domfnios da moeda e do
crédito, finan9as publicas e balan9a de
pagamentos com o objectivo de reduzir o
défice (K9amental. No campo da moeda, o
sagem angolana å

pacote de

govemo apostou na interdi9äo da cobertura

vazia, bem
monetärio

como no

aos

ajustamento do stock

nfveis adequados.

duas comdas receitas e
diminui9äo das despesas. A moeda vai ser
desvalorizada a 100 por cento, provavelmente jä a partir de Novembro, e foram
aplicadas sobretaxas sobre certos bens e
presta9äo de servi9os, nomeadamente os
combustfveis, passagens aéreas e
maritimas, e comunica9öes. No quadro da
redu9äo das despesas, prevé-se a
diminui9äo dos gastos com as
remunera9öes de desloca9öes a comissöes
de servi9o, bem como o pagamento de
servi9os, encargos e subsfdios.
A cria9äo, no Or9amento Geral do Estado, de urna mbrica especial para financiar
o fundo de desemprego, ac9öes de fomenA redu9äo do défice comporta

ponentes: aumento

to

do desenvol vimento

e a

cobertura de

or9amentais constam

avan9ou,

eventuais défices

Govemo (PAG), que aponta para a pas¬

igualmente do PAG.
Outros passos envolve o agravamento
dos impostos sobre importa9äo de vefculos,
bebidas alcoölicas e alargamento da
tributa9äo a värios servi90S. Em rela9äo ao
equilfbrio da balan9a de pagamentos, o
govemo reconhece a impossibilidade de

devido ao baixo nfvel organizativo e de controlo, å mä gestäo e administra9äo, ao insuficiente combate å corrup9äo, especula9äo e delapida9äo dos
bens publicos.
Com vista a salvar a situa9äo, estä a ser
aplicado no pafs um Programa de Ac9äo do

medidas de estabilizagäo ou ajustamento estiutural concretas, pelo dificil que se toma o aumento
tomar, de momento,

diversificagäo das exportagöes.
Na maior parte dos casos, o parque industrial angoiano esta no ponto zero ou

e

abaixo disso, ao que se
facto que practicamente näo se produzem
localmente matérias-primas para a
industria nacional.

mesmo
o

Para jä, Luanda considera suficientes as
medidas em aplicaQäo no pafs, oficialmente

ponto de partida para o ulterior
de ajustamento estrutural, a
vigorar a partir do pröximo ano. O PAG
prevé ainda ac^öes no quadro institucional,
como a redimensionamento empresarial, a
reestrutura9äo dos sistemas de pre^os e
båncario, bem como a definifäo de um
novo modelo de direc^äo de economia.

tidas

como

programa

Com
mil

or9amento cambial de quase dois
400 milhöes de dölares norte-

um
e

americanos, o PAG prioriza o abastecimen-

populacional, através do refor^o das verimporta^äo de bens de consume
directo e do relanfan^ento da industria
to

bas de

nacional.
Para analistas, o programa govemamental foi iniciado com

urna certa

precipitagäo,

facto que atribuem ä urgéncia que Luanda
tinha de apresentar o leque de medidas ås
recentes

Assembleias Anuais do Fundo

Monetärio Intemacional

e

do Banco Mun-

quadro dos primeiros passos da
aplicagäo do PAG, a antiga moeda
nacional, o Kwanza (Kz.), foi uocada pelo
Novo Kwanza (NKz.), numa opera^äo que
decorreu em todo o pafs, de 22 a 28 de
Setembro. Durante aquele pen'odo, foram
retirados da circula9äo parte dos mais de
150 mil milhöes de kwanzas, injectados no
pafs desde 1977, quando foi substituida a
moeda colonial pela angolana.
A troca atingiu os seus objectivos: a
atrac9äo da massa monetäria para o circuito
bancärio e a institui9äo da dfvida publica
estatal, mas engendrou outros problemas.
Pelo facto de näo ter sido acompanhada da
correspondente contrapartida mercantil

dial. No

oficial

e a

oportuna fixa9äo de pre90S, as

opera9öes no mercado paralelo come9aram
jä a ditar as regras do jogo. Mas o govemo
promote corrigir as anomalias do seu
programa e o horizonte politico que se vislumbra em Angola pode contribuir para
urna

Sapem November, 1990.

economia forte

e

salutar.n
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Dos Santos

on

Pluralism

Speech by President José Eduardo dos Santos to the Opening Session of the
Session of the Central Committee of the MPLA-Workers’ Party, October 25, 1990.
When,

at

the end of last December, I

declared 1990 to be 'The Year of Broader

Democracy and of the HI Congress of the
MPLA-Workers' Party", I armounced that we
intended

and to develop a
programme for 1990-1995, which would
lead our country to peace, political stability,
economic recovery and to a broader
democratic participation by our citizens in
the achievement of national objectives.
In point of fact, we have at our disposal
today the Government’s Action Plan, on the
to

set

up

basis of which the Economic and Financial

Clean-up Programme

was

place,

to the extent that conditions get harder,
and with the Party and the State maintaining

the initiative, with a
renovating and
progressive spirit of change.
It is not necessary to wait for the end of the
war, for Angolan society to evolve towards a
multi-jjarty system. But it is indisftensable,
that there should first be peace and stability,

before

we

can

create

Prograiiune of the poUtical system, which
this session of the Central Committee is

going

•

•

among

follows:

readjust the theoretical basis
Party, and for its
adoption of the principles of social
democracy or democratic socialism;
The urgent provision for a multi-party
system, through a partial revision of the
to

constitution;
•

re-launched, and

The establishment of the Armed Forces

as

institution, with the responsibility
for guaranteeing constitutional order, the
defence of national independence and territorial integrity against any aggression or
external threat, and the security of the
population, thus placing them above the
a

international institutions. We conceived and

state

political parties;
general and thorough revision of the
constitution and a popular discussion of it;

developed the Peace Plan which has been an
essential instrument in undertaking the

The

internal peace process and in the contacts
with UNTTA. Starting from the notion of

and
•

pluralism of ideas in the state structures of
power, the Party leadership has elaborated its

TTie

holding of multi-party general elec-

tions in conditions of peace and after a
census of the population or the electorate.

political system,
hand, the need to
increase the number of deputies in the
Assembly who are not members of the

Apart from setting up a multi-party
political system, the revision of the

MPLA-Workers’

among

on

emphasising

our

on one

Party, in order

constitution will be dedicated

to ensure

•

that the different

opinions, interests and
aspirations which exist in civil society are
expressed. On the other hand, the theses
emphasise the possibility of the present
one-party political system evolving into a
multi-party system, in conditions of peace.
These three elements make up the
Economic and Political Reform

Programme,

which will lead the country to a market

and to multi-party
democracy, creating the conditions for its
economy, to peace

•

necessity in our political process. Once it is
clear that it really is an objective necessity in
our political
process, it follows that the
alterations which are bringing us to this stage
in the organisation of the state and of society,
should happen in a calm and orderly
atmosphere, without improvisation, nor

economic and social reconstruction. I must

ill-adjusted

make reference, nevertheless, to the fact that
the thesis on the installation of a
multi-party

political and social

system in

Angola, in conditions of peace,
accepted by a large majority of members
of the MPLA-Workers’ Party. However, I do
was

not

think that

we

must

consider the

domestic

or

measures or

attitudes in the

context, whether

international.

Thus, just as we are doing in the economic
area, it is necessary that a coherent and
realistic programme be set up, which defines
the fundamental choices, the immediate and

topic to be closed, since
the process of change which is taking place
in our country, in Africa and in the world, is

strategic objectives, and the

extremely dynamic, and the broadening of
democracy which we envisage must take

Theses Commission for the Third Congress
of the MPLA-Workers’ Party elaborated a

discussion

on

this

way to

achieve

them.

equally to,

other principles:
The building of a legal and democratic
state and a society based on work,
peace,
justice and social progress;
The broadening of the recognition and
protection owed to the rights, freedoms
and duties of citizens; and

•

The

assumption of

a

regulated market

economy.

If the idea of

partial revision of the
approved, a multi-party
system could be introduced in Angola by as
early as the first three months of next year.
A general revision of the constitution will
take place 12 months after that and general
elections in Angola could be held 36 months
a

constitution is

after the end of the

war,

since

our

Statistical

Department and the UN Population
Programme tell us that it is impossible to
hold any population census in Angola in less
than 36 months, even

The Party Reform Commission and the

General Guidelines
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Tbe need

points,

are as

of the MPLA-Workers’

the basis of which the national Economic
Plan for 1991-1995 is presently being
worked out. The Overall Economic
Reconstruction Plan for Angola after the war
is being prepared with technical help from

perfecting

evaluate.

others, of this document

on

theses

to

Some of the essential

conditions for

multi-party general elections to take place.
The most important thing is to know if the
desire for change exists—or, in other words,
to determine if this
change is an objective

Extraordinary

Project for the Reform

a very simple one.
Comrades, it is with regard to this group
of complex questions, basic to the furare of

Angola and its people, that I ask for

your

special attention.
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'!0 actual sistemå politico

evoluirä para o
multipartidarismo" — José Eduardo dos
Santos

Texto do discurso pronunciado na abertura da Reuniäo Extmordinäria do Comité Centrat do

MFLÅ-^PT pelo Camarada Presidenté José Eduardo dos Santos^
Ao; proclamax, em fins de Dezembro
passadoxo; ano; ;de ;1Ö90 como ’’Ano da
Atnpliagäo da Democracia e do ITT
Gongresso do MPLA-Partido do Trabalho",

deste assuntd terminäda pots o processo

de
mudan^as que ocorre no Pafs, era Africa e na

:::

Mundo é bastante dinamico
da Democracia que

anunciei que era nossa mten^äo estabelccer c
;desenvolver um programa no periodo

19904995-;que conduzisse

0 nosso

Pais

a

i

NSo

para

ndmero de

necessidade

politico,
Estado

0

paz e ä teconstru^äo econdmica e social.
Devo refertr, uo entauto, que a tese sobre a

instaata^o do multipartidarismo em Angola
em condl^des de paz foi acejte por um
expressiva maioria dos membros do
MPLA-Partido do Trabalho, Porém, nio
acho que devemos considerw a diseusslo

Sapem November, 1990

a

screno

se
e

intemo

e

.

area

a

institutfäo do Estado, a quemcabe
garantir a Ordem Constitucional, a
Defesa da Indejiendencia Nacional e da
como

:

coutTa

i;
*

econdmica, é necessärio qUe

acima dos Parlidos

Politiais;

A tevisao

e

gtobal

profunda da Con-

stituifSo e a sua diseussSo populärt
ArealizafSo de clci^Öcs ger ais e miiitipartidStias em condifdes de paz C ap^ o

•

da pöputafäo oU do

recenseamento

eleiioradot
Além da consagrafSo do sistema politico
mulupartidirio, a rev isao da ConStituif åq trS
eousagrar igualmente, entre ouirps
prinejpios:
A

edificBfäo de

tan

demqcrStico é de

Estado de direito e
sociedade de

urna

trabalho, paz, justif a eptogresso social;
•

A

ampliafäo do reconhecimento

e

prolecf åo devidoB aos direitos, Hberdades
*

garantias do cidadäos;

Os pressupostos

mereadi)

se

de

uma

economia de

regulada.

Casti

esiabele^a um programa coerenie e realista
que deSna as op$5es fundamentais, os
objectåvos imediatos e estratégicos e a forma
de ds ^ingir,
A Comissäp de Reforma do Pmido e a

séja apiovada a ideia de revisäo
paretai da Cbnslituif äo, o mullipariidarismo
poderia ser iniroduzido em Angola até ap
ptimeiro trimöstre do proximo ano.
A revtsio global da Lei Constitucional

Teses do Ul Gongresso do;
MPLA-Partidp do Trabalho; elaboraram um
ProjeclQ de Linhas Gerais para esse
Programa de Rcforma do sislema pohtico
que esia séSsäo do Comité Central vai

oeorreria

Comissäo de
;

qualquer

agressäo ou ameaf a externa e a seguranf a
das populaf öes, colocando-sc; assim

e

seraelhan^ do que nos frzemos

consagrafSo urgente do muJtiparna Constitui^ atravds da sua

parcial;
Ainstitucionalizafäo das Forfas Armadas

intemacional.

Assim,
a

nettt

Socialismo

revisäo
*

ftocessem num;
ordeiro sem

tncdidas e atitudcs
desajustadas do contexto politico e social

o

« Politicas que
Pais i economia de mereado, k

paz :e

objectiva da nasso processa
alterai^öes que nos
esta eiapa da organizafäo do

improvisagöes

outro, a

conduzirilo

haja

da Sociedade

€

ambiente

expressSo de outras opitii&es, interesses e

de; Reformas Econdmicas

que

convent que as

conduzam

MPLA-Partido do Tråhalho para assegurar a

;

o

do

ou

tidarismo

«!perar;:peIo;;fim da
evoLua a sociedade angolana
muliiparlidarisma* É sim

importante é saber se existe a
desejo de raudan^a ou, por outias palavras,
determinar sc essa raudan^a é urna
necessidade objectiva do tiovo processa
poHlica. Sendo evidente que é urna

deputados nSo membros do

i

A

O mais

de paz e dos contaetos com

aspirajSes existentes na sociedade civil epor
possibilidade da evolu^o do actual
sistema politico do Partido unico para o
multipartidarismo em eondifdes de paz.
:;EstaS: tres; pie^aS configuram o Programa

•

V

aGNTTA; partindo da notpäo do piurålismo
de ideias nos orgåos do Poder do Estado, a
direc^äo: do Partido elaborou as sues teses
sobre a;Bperrei9öamento do nosso sistema
poliTiCO i Subiinhando, por um lado, a
Orgaos

Deraocrälico;

preconizamos lem de ser

iestabilidade
priraeiro, para que crieraos as condi^öes para
a realizafäo de
cieiföes getais e
muldpattidärias,

a ser

aumentar nesses

Democracia

neccssaiio

c

indispens^él

instrumeiUo essenetai paraa condu^äo do

necessidade : de

i

guerrapara que

preparado o Plano
i Global de Reconsmifäo Econdmica de
Angola depots da guerra: concebemos c
descanvolvemos o Plano de Paz que tem sido
processo intemo

Amplia^äö

amadurecem as
condi^DCS, mantendo 0 Partido e o Estado a
iniciariva da mudan^a e o scu espfriio
rcnovador e progressista.

Econdmico e Fmanceiro e se elabora agora o
Piano Econdmico do Pais para 19914995*
com a assisténcia téerdea de insutui^des

um

e a

25 de Öutubro de 1990

;

feita k mcdida que

paziifi estabilidadc poHtica k rccupcraifäo
ccoudmica .fi a mais ampla participa^åo
democråöea des oidadgos na realiza^åo dos
objectivos nacionais.
Na verdade, dispomos hoje do Piano de
Acgäo do GoVemo na base do qual foi
reian^ado o Programa de Saueamemo

intemacionais estå

aos

a{»eciar.
i

Alguns pontos essenciais deste

documento säo, entre outros:
Ä necessidade de reajustamento da base
téorica do MPLA-Partido do Trabalho e
da sua adesSo aos principles da Social
"

;

de 12

tneses dtpois e as
Angola poderimn ser
efeetuadas 36 meses depois do fim da guerra,
ccrca

eleiföes gerats

em

pois DS nossQS Servifos de EslatisticB e os
representåntes do Programa das Nafoes
Unidas para a Populaf äo informBra que näo
é
possivef realizar-se qualquer
recenseamento da populafäo em Angola em
menos

de 36

meses,

mesmo

o

mais

simpllTicado.
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Large and expensive bureaucratic machinery: Angolan troops on the salute

Angola: The Peace Process and the
Beginning of Structural Adjustment
Colin Darch

A

S African countries

as

diverse

and far apart as

Cote d’Ivoire,
Zaire, Gabon, Zambia, Ethiopia
and Cape Verde are swept by the
fashionable political winds of
"pluralism" and "human rights", even
Angola, considered by many to be the
continent’s last citadel of classical Mar-

xism-Leninism, is feeling the draught
At the

beginning of October, the Luanda

government already formally committed
to the eventual introduction of a multi-party
system, was faced with potential discontent
over a

huge devaluation of the national cur-

rency, the kwanza, conducted at the same
time ^ a botched change-over of bank
notes.

Meanwhile, after a visit to Washington,
where he met President George Bush, rebel
leader Jonas Savimbi declared that he was,

prepared to accept a cease-fire in
Angola’s 15-year-old civil war, without
demanding that Luanda formally recognise
the legitimacy of his South-African-backafter all,

8

ed UNITA movement. Events
it seemed,

were at

last,

beginning to move.
Devaluation

Now, in the weeks since 21 September,
ruling MPLA government announced the devaluation of the kwanza,
when the

Angola’s near-worthless national currency,
by 100 per cent, reports from Luanda say
that prices of consumer goods have plummeted on the city’s legendary parallel
market A kilogram of "fuba," a traditional
staple, is selling fwamere Kz.lO; tomatoes
and rice, formerly costing up to Kz.2,000 a
kilo, are available at similar prices. Even
whisky, a much sought-after luxury item
which used to retail for anything between
obtained for Kz.30, according to Portuguese
Kz. 1,000 and Kz.40,000, can now be

journalists in Angola.
Held at a rigid Kz.29.92 to the US dollar
virtually since independence, the kwanza
used to trade on the candonga (or black
market) until last week at anything up to
2,800 to the dollar, creating a vast network

of semi-legal barter

trade in Angolan cities.
buy any goods available
in official or foreign exchange shops at
rock-bottom controlled prices, and then
Consumers would

trade them in the street for thick wads of

their daily needs. The
of exchange values was a
can of imported beer. Street markets with
cross-border links to Zaire, such as Roque
Santeiro (named after a Brazilian TV
character) and Cala a Boca ("Shut your
currency to purchase

rough

measure

mouth," the traders’ standard response to

complaints about prices), became Luanda’s
nearest thing to a tourist attraction.
But the devaluation has

rules of the game.

changed the
Cheap gasoline has be-

thing of the past, as prices have risen
a litre, cutting Luanda’s already
thin traffic to a trickle. Nobody is willing to
quote a street price for the US dollar. Lowcost shopping trips to Europe or Brazil,
which Luandans used to pay for in local
currency on the national airline TAAG, are
now subject to a 400 percent tax, making
them prohibitively expensive.

come a

to

Kz. 162
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Discontent

Signs of popular discontent are already
city and rail
took to the
sD'eets early in the month, protesting that
visible. In the southern port
head of Benguela, citizens
the time allowed for

changing the old cur-

rency notes to new ones was insufficient,
and demanding an extension. In some

places, such as Caxito and other up-countty
localities, no exchanges took place at all,

remains in circulation.
about Kz. 70
billion was handed in, but only New Kz.3
billion has been issued. Even in the capital,
thousands of people failed to change their
money in time, and it is rumoured - and
believed that the government may even be
ttaining riot police to cope with eventual
stteet demonsD’ations by discontented in-

and the old money

According to

some reports,

-

dividuals.

Trafric has wound down to

a

expansionist fiscal policy with a passive
monetary policy.
The long-delayed devaluation was only
one part of an economic package which in
some respects may have gwie further than
even the IMF would likely demand.
However, critics immediately drew attenDon to the package’s inconsistencies, ineluding a lack of measures for attracting
immediate investment capital to the
productive sector, or of any plan for cutting
back the counDy’s large and expensive
bureaucratic machinery.
In some cases, taxes have risen by as
much as 40 percent; in addition, 95 percent
of the face value of the old notes presented
was frozen in long-term eight percent
government bonds at the change-over.
These

measures to

trickle: the Angolan

A devaluation of 200 percent was

reduce the money supp-

ly in relation to GDP have mainly affected

urban

dwellers; but the peasantry, Angola’s

vulnerable social sttatum, have been
hit hardest by their simple inability to

originally planned, but according to reports
from Lisbon, capital of the former colonial
power. President Jose Eduardo dos Santos
felt that this was "too precipitate." In real
terms, according to Angolan Ministry of
Finance experts, such a devaluation would
have meant an 800 per cent drop in the cash

change their old bank notes. Whether
UNITA, until now unconvincing as a political entity, will be able to derive eventual

value of the national currency.

seen.

Fiscal reform in

Angola has been in-

evitable for years. On the one hand, the intemal and external public debt is enormous,

reflecting the hidden costs of supporting a
large defence and security sector during the
war, as well as what some uncharitable
commentators

have

described

as

"megalomaniac" development schemes.
On top of this, the MPLAhas unsuccessfully tried the expensive trick of juggling an
Sapem November, 1990

electoral benefit from the MPLA’s procrason

economic policy

remains to be

On the

diplomatic front, UNITA was
making concessions of its own. During a
visit to Washington, a few days after the
fourth round of talks in late
tween

military affairs
political sub-comrtiittee,
tasked with working out the modalities of
recognition of UNITA, is to be chaired by
Portugal’s foreign affairs number two,
the other. The

secretary of state Joao Durao Barroso, and
will also include the MPT A’s Anton'o Pitr?
and UNITA’s Alicerces

Mango. The
military committee is also to be chaired by
a Portuguese official, Lisbon’s military attache in Luanda, Col. Avelar de Sousa, and
will deal with the

question of a cease-fire.
Both the US and the Soviet Union had
observers at the talks in Portugal, and it
probable that the Americans were
Angolan government
delegation that Washington would in fact
respect an agreement with UNITA. From
Luanda’s point of view, this means, above
all, an implicit guarantee that US unilateral
seems

able to convince the

Need to attract investment:

capital

most

tination

matters on the one hand and

on

September be-

the Angolan government and UNITA

historic town just outside
Lisbon, Savimbi announced that he was
rebels at Sintra, a

dropping his demand for recognition as a
pre-condition for a cease-fire.
The parties at the talks agreed to set up
two sub-committees to deal with political

a

factory in Luanda

support for UNITA would cease.
At the same time as the US

Congress

renewed aid to UNITA worth US$60 million a year Washington is thought to have
demanded that Savimbi, in exchange for

this "good-will" gesture, make some real
concessions in the peace process. This ineluded accepting as a basis for talks a work-

ing document produced by Durao
Barroso’s office, and which was accepted
by Luanda when the Portuguese diplomat
visited the Angolan capital just before the
fourth round opened. Durao Barroso is now
tasked with drafting a new synthesis incorporating points agreed in Sintta in September, ready for the fifth round. Both sides appear to have accepted as legitimate, for the
time being at least, the mediatory role of
Portugal, the US, and the Soviet Union in
the process of negotiation.^
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Post-Colonial

Portuguese Policy in Africa

"A Grocer in Need of Customers"
José Manuel das Fontes

A

FTER her defeat in the colonial

in the

1970s, and years of
soul-searching about her place in
the world, Portugal is again assuming
her long-desired "high-profile" in
Africa.The Portuguese Secretary of
State, Jose Manuel Durao Barroso, has
been chairing the series of direct talks
between the Angolan Government and
wars

the Unita rebels at Sintra. Earlier this
year, in a Lisbon television interview,
MNR Chief Afonso DIakama called on

But what does all this

diplomatic and
activity by one of the European
Community’s smallest and poorest members signify? Does Lisbon really have a role
to play in the Southern African region, or
are we merely seeing the latest symptoms
of post-imperial remorse?
economic

Perched

the south-western

tip of
Europe, far out into the Atlantic, Portugal
has always seemed, especially to other
European countries, to occupy an intermediate position between Africa and their
on

Portugal to assume her "historic role"
and to intervene in the Mozambican con-

own

flict.

geographically predestined role as a
halfway house, but there is a mood for

Mid-year, a "Congress for
Democracy" of exiled Angolan and
Mozambican political groups met in Lisbon to discuss their future. Alongside the
political initiatives, businessmen are also
active. In 1988, Portuguese private investment in Africa rose by 26 percent,
and interest is certain to remain strong
for the 1990s.

It

continent. In the 1990s, in some

respects, the Portuguese accept this

growing national confidence, after the
turmoil which followed
the 1974 revolution. Lisbon’s policy
makers are looking to play an active part in
international politics, especially in

decade of political

Southern Afiica.

Cavaco Silva
in

Portugal still attract crowds of elderly excomplaining about their lost

settlers

wealth.
Cause for

Decolonisation

complaint from the other side
Portugal’s refusal to block the activities of bandit groups such as Unita and
has been

the

Pcxtuguese Foreign Office
which produced the working document
which was accepted by both sides in the Angolan talks in September as a basis for
negotiation, in Luanda’s case only after
Durao Barosso personally visited the Angolan capital just before the fourth round
opened.

Coming to terms with the loss of empire
tiny nation of
eight million peqrle, having to re-evaluate
its role in the world after forty years of fascist dictatorship. During those years, trying
vainly to hang on to overseas possessions
which it lacked the economic clout even to

ister Mario Soares, both organisations have

Legitimacy

exploit effectively, Portugal fought
prolonged and bloody wars in three African

continued to operate

was

Durao Barroso’s shuttle

diplomacy has
been crucial at earlier stages too; in July,
after chairing the first two rounds of exploratory peace talks between Unita and the
Angolan Government, he flew to Morocco
to meet

rebel leader Jonas Savimbi.

Durao Barroso is

ing

now

tasked with draft-

synthesis incorporating points
agreed at Sintra in September, ready for the
fifth round. Both sides appear to have accepted as legitimate, for the time being at
least, the mediatory roles of Portugal, the
US and the Soviet Union in the process of
negouaiion.
10

a new

after 1975 has meant, for this

territories, which left

over

8 000 Por-

tuguese dead and caused untold suffering
to the African

population. Portuguese
higher, relative to its
population, than US losses in Vietnam.
After the revolution of 1974, Portugal’s
casualties alone

were

the MNR, which have offices in Lisbon.

Despite promises as long ago as 1985 that
"Portugal will never be a sanctuary for opponents of legitimate African governments" in the words of the then-Prime Min-

With adult

with impunity.

illiteracy

at over 20 percent,
apercapitaGNPof only US$1 970 in 1985,
inflation running at above 20 percent for
much of the 1980s, and an average wage of
US$ 1 per hour, Portugal may seem in many
ways to resemble more closely the Third
World countries it

once

colonised, than the

relations with her ex-colonies remained bit-

European Community which it joined in

ter. Both

1986.

Mozambique and Angola won independence under Marxist liberation
movements which nationalised Pcxtuguese
property, and refused to pay pensions to
former colonial administrators and civil
servants.

Even

today, meetings of the

as-

sociations of "espoliados" or "robbed ones"

But there is

more to

Portugal than

tourism, sardines and port wine. Industrial

production has grown at an average three
percent per year for the last decade, and for
the past five years, the country’s export
growth (mainly of manufactured goods)
Sapem November, 1990
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has increased faster than any

other

developed nation’s.
African Markets

Portugal is "like a grocer who needs customers", according to Portuguese journalist

and has a vested inhelping to bring about Western-

Antonio de Figueiredo,
terest

in

oriented peace and stability in its former
colonies — and potential markets — in
Southern Africa. From

a

different perspec-

tive, former Tanzanian Government minister and

long-time detainee, Abdul Rahman

Mohamed Babu agrees that Lisbon always
wanted to turn African colonies into
markets for Portuguese

products and "the
Portuguese bourgeoisie still habours these
sentiments".
Bitter
But it has

Legacy

only been since the coming to

power of the conservative government of
Anibal Cavaco Silva in July 1986, that Lisbon has been able to overcome the

legacy

of bitterness in her relations with her former

possessions, and to begin an effective campaign for a Portuguese diplomatic and
economic presence

in Southern Africa.

Cavaco Silva

was

the first Portuguese

prime minister since the revolution to win
an absolute majority in Parliament, and he
immediately began, with his Foreign Minister Joao Deus Pinheiro, and deputy Jose
Manuel Durao Barrosu, an intensive round
of visits, issuing invitations on all sides.
The three main planks of Cavaco Silva’s
foreign policy have been support for NATO
(military pillar), fw the European Community, which Portugal joined in 1986 (the
economic pillar), and all-round intervention in the PALOP’s, as the Portuguese term

Portuguese-speaking countries of
linguistic link has
given the development of Portuguese
"cooperation" (trade and aid) with and to
Angola, Cape Verde, Guinea-Bissau,
Mozambique, and Sao Tome e Principe, a
new political urgency.
Portuguese politicians constantly urge
exporters to seize the "great economic (^portunities for Portugal in the African
the five

Africa. This cultural and

countries" in the words of President Mario
Soares. Nor, according to Soares, is it only

Portuguese-speaking African countries

island state of Sao Tome.

However, Lisbon’s trade with South
Africa, with its large Portuguese population, has also boomed in recent years. Portuguese exports to South Africa, mainly of

building materials and textiles, were expected to hit US$39 million in 1989, while
Pretoria, in its turn, was expected to sell
US$142 million of coal, wool and frozen
fish to Lisbon.
South Africa is considered

The South African Government claims that
there are between 600 000 and 700 000

Portuguese residents in the country, al-

though this figure is disputed by some obsuch as businessman Tim Bester
community leader Luis Jaidim, who
that there can’t be more than 80 000.

servers,

and
say

Difficulties
But Portugal’s diplomatic and trade offensives have faced other difficulties.
There has been talk for years about a

which feel "the need to attract Portuguese

proposed cultural institute along the lines
of the British Council or the Alliance Francaise. The long-promised cooperation fund
was first suggested in the early ‘eighties’.
Information is also a problem. When

set

up

a

"cooperation fund"
to help investors
-

■

■>>

‘V.

development aid
increased by a fac-

power in 1987, the
Portuguese diplomacy is
called after the palace which houses the
Foreign Ministry, was in the hands of a
small group of fashionable families who, in
the caustic words of a Lisbon weekly
"speak Portuguese with a French accent,

of four tetween
1980 and 1987, to a
total of US$24 mil-

drawing large salaries, these jet-setters
operated on low budgets and were

who want to move
into African markets.
while
But

tOT
s»'.-

lion, with
the

more

in

pipeline, most

of this went either
to war-tom Moza-

mbique and Angola, or to the
smaller states of

Guinea-Bissau,
Sao Tome

e

Prin-

cipe and Cape
Verde. In March
last year, for instance, Lisbon
committed US$19
million to joint

projects on the tiny

Cavaco Silva

Necessidades,

came to

as

and eat Brussels sprouts in

Africa". Despite

notoriously ill-informed — most Portuguese embassies could not afford to subscribe to foreign newspapers, for example.
Despite attempted shake-ups, there have
been only minor changes.
Nor are the diplomats served any better
by the country’s intelligence services,
known by their initials SIM (military) and
SIS (civilian). After the abolition in 1974 of
the notorious PIDE secret police, Portugal
had no civilian intelligence-gathering
agency for nearly ten years. Neither of the
new

services is allowed to recruit former

and both are vulnerable beof their heavy reliance on published
sources and information passed on by other

PIDE agents,
cause

western

agencies.^

More than sardines and port
Sapem November, 1990

of

capital and technology". The government
has even promised
to

V

an area

major national interest by Portugal, not
least because of the political clout of its
Portuguese community, made up largely
but not exclusively of former residents of
Angola and Mozambique who fled in 1975.

wine: metallurgical industries
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Scholars Pay Tribute to a Pan-Africanist
Mario De Andrade: 1928-1990
ARIO de Andrade

member

Third World Forum on the cultural dimension of

generation of freedom
fighters who ied Africa to independence. He was a poet, a writer and one of
the founding members of the iiberation
movement in the Portuguese coionies in
Africa, together with Amiicar Cahrai.
Mario was already politically active in the

development. He had written a paper for this
meeting, which was highly appreciated. Since

M

was a

of the

1950s and later became the first President of the
Movimento

Popular de Liberta^ao de Angola
(MPLA). He had to flee Lisbon to join the
underground forces of Angola in 1960, as he was
tracked down by the Portuguese colonial
security forces. A personal friend of long
duration (I have known Mario since

1960), I

wish, here, to bear witness to the
great-heartedness and wit of a man who has
always been able to reconcile a sharp sense of
responsibihty to his people with a free, critical
and clear mind.

Mario knew exactly what he was undertaking,
he realised

quite well its decisive ptolitical
importance and never cherished any illusion. He
was also fully aware of the historical constraints
of the on-going struggle, of the rtew problems
and difficulties that could not but arise

out of the

victory in the struggle. This is why he never
despaired nor regretted his actions. As soon as a
page was turned, he tackled the coming
problems and only dwelt on the past in order to
sure

draw lessons for himself and the younger

generations. Hence nobody

was better qualified
than him to both undertake the editing of the

works of his frietKl and brother in

struggle,
Amiicar Cabral, and inteUigently convey their
message to tomorrow’s Afirica. Mario was also
a

democrat, socialist and

an

intemationahst who

capable of accurately measuring the
significance of the demands of a universal

was

humanistic culture. Therefore, he was able to
a contribution
which, given his modest

make

—

nature, was more substantial than he
to

African

thought —

creativity and the construction of this
Together with all the African

then, I have had the opportunity to discuss with
him whenever he made
was an

a
stop-over in Dakar. He
epitome of the relationship a militant and

democratic intellectual could maintain with the

authorities, his colleagues and with knowledge
and action.
As

a

founding member and leader of a radical

national

movement

Minister in

—

MPLA

—

and later

as a

of the governments

of Guinea
Bissau, he was at one point part of the power
system. However, he always remained very
close to the people and his attitude was free of
paternalism.
One

one

from the time he spent on the
publication of AmilcarCabral’s work (instead of
can

see,

producing his own), how much he was attached
to the emergence and development of an African
intelligentsia who would be respected in the
social science world still dominated by
Euro-centrism.
As

a

matter

of fact, he

was

convinced that

and for the democratisation of

societies.

—

a

Bernard Founou

our

Tchigoua.

Distinguished Intellectual and Activist
On

the two

August 25, Mario de Andrade passed

away in London after a long and painful illness.
Hence came to a premature end an exemplary

Mario De Andrade has succeeded

wars.

in

tapping this militant heritage and going
beyoixl it. In the 1940s and 1950s, he was a
student in Lisbon together with compatriots
from Angola and the other Portuguese colonies
like Agostino Neto and Lucia Lara (Angola),
Marcelino Dos Santos (Mozambique), Amiicar
Cabral (Guinea and Cape Verde). It is this
nucleus of intellectuals who latter, as A. Cabral

said, "committed suicide" in order
as

resuscitate

In the 1960s, following the split within the
MPLA, he withdrew voluntarily. He

nevertheless continued the political

struggle. To
Pan-African
dimension. That is what explains his
this

struggle, he really

commitment

to

for which he
coup

the

was

new

gave a

state

of Guinea Bissau

Minister of Culture until the

of 1982.

To Mario, the passionate

struggle for national
political front cannot be
dissociated from the culmral struggle. As of the
1950s, he was deeply involved in the cultural
front His poetic works testify to it. He actively
collaborated with the journal Presence Africaine
for which he was one of the diligent editors
together with Aliune Diop. He told me one day
how his collaboration in this journal contributed
to his political and intellectual training. It
particularly helped him open up to the
on

the

intellectual circles of the Black World and the

diaspora.
Mario De Andrade spent

the last years of his
study of the culture and history of
Africa. He was working hard to complete his
project on "A History of Unitary Nationalist
Movements in the Portuguese Colonies" when
life in the

political and intellectual career.
His pKjlitical itinerary merges with the

death

tumultuous

his forceful views in

history of the national liberation
struggle of the people of the ex-Portuguese

to

revolutionary workers.

liberation

deeper knowledge of our societies would have
helped better solve one of the crucial issues in
contemporary Africa. The national question has
emerged in a context that is very different from
that of 19th century Europe. And yet, it impacts
on the theory of the Nation State, a
subject which
is still influential in Africa today.
The patriot who just vanished fought for just
causes

brought together the elite of the colony fighting
for the reform of the colonial system between

overcame

him.

In 1987, he
students.

accepted on my request, to lecture
a seminar for
my PhD
He succeeded in transmitting to the

future culture.

colonies. Mario De Andrade

the first

research scholars who knew him here and there

audience his miUlant flame fed with scientific

President of MPLA and after he left the

through debates organised by the Third World
Forum, CODESRIA and others, we hereby wish

presidency of the movement, he became one of
the major driving forces behind the National
Coordinating Committee of Nationalist
Organisations of Portuguese Colonies

rigour that informed his speeches at all
occasions. With his death, the revolutionary
intellectual community of Africa loses one of its

to
to

express our solidarity with his struggles and
share the pain caused by his death with all the

members of his

family.

Adieu to

—

a

Samir Amin

Patriot

I personally met Mario de Andrade, an elegant
man with a touch of
grey hair and a vigilant

mind, in 1985
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at a

symposium organised by the

was

(CONCP).
was

influenced by family

tradition. Indeed, his father Pinto De Andrade
was a

eminent members.

Such

distinguished intellectual and political
constantly inspired by moral qualities
that are unanimously upheld, deserves to be
signaled to the present generation of African
researchers who devote their thoughts and
reflections to the development of our continent.
Abdoulaye Bathily.
a

stature,

His initial involvement in "active revolt"

against colonialism

most

founding member and then President of

the African National

League of Angola which

—
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ECONOMIC AFFAIRS

Stabilisation

Programmes:
Theory, Practice and

The decision to

implement a stabilisation
programme must
emanate from a

Lessons

thorough analysis of the
causes of the crisis.

Allast Mwanza
F

I

one were a

student of economics

prior to the 1970s,
probably have got

little

one

would

with only

away

embraced

as a cure

Stabilisation

a

knowledge of stabilisation and/or

structural

adjustment

One would have, most
bombarded

with

programmes.

probably, been

the

tenets

of

Keynesianism, especially as it relates to
policy and its role in economic

fiscal

stabilisation. However, economic
was

then on, structural

to be

challenged by

a

theory

number of

problems during the 70s. The inflation-

unemployment trade off had been the
main macro-economic issue

during the

late 1950s and 1960s. The 1970s

were

adjustment was to be
for such economies.
The

—

Theory and

Practice

Generally, a stabilisation programme
aims at achieving a favourable relationship
between
at

availabilities and needs

resource

minimum strain

on

the internal

price and

the balance of payments. The main imbalances that stabilisation programmes are
meant to reduce are

unfavourable balance

of payments and inflationary pressures.
These are caused by both internal and extemal

causes

including:

by economic stagnation
and inflation (stagflation) brought about
by, inter alia, the following factors:
•

•

•

the decline in US

growth and the rise in
inflation caused mainly by the effects of
the Vietnam War and pxxtr harvests;
the oil crisis, especially after 1973; and
rapid deterioration in the trade terms of

worsening trade terms; and
inappropriate domestic policies, such as
deficit financing and easy monetary
policy which increase domestic demand
at a faster rate than economic growth.
In poor, open economies, exogenous factors tend to predominate. The most crucial

most Third World economies.

factors of the 70s
•

From then on, economic

was

believed that the economic crisis

was

temporary and needed only to be stabilised.
During the 1980s, it became clear that the
poor countries were caught in a long-term
crisis with structural ramifications. From

Sapem November, 1990

•

•

be taken

indicators of the

build-up of a
Typically, inflationary pressures are
accompanied by rapid monetary expansion
and rising aggregate demand. If the exchange rate remains fixed, this may lead to
over-valuation of the currency which may,
as

crisis.

in turn, reduce a

country’s external competitiveness. Thus, the decision to implestabilisation programme must

emanate fiom a

thorough analysis of the
Timely response to the
symptoms of the crisis will reduce

causes

of the crisis.

economic

costs

due

to

stabilisation.

Policy Instruments and their Impact
Demand Side Policies:

Demand

were:

price increases of 1973/74,

1979/80;
•

theory was to
be pre-occupied with the problem of how
to stabilise economies that were plagued by
high or rising inflation, rising unemployment or high government budgets or
balance of payments deficits. Initially, it

the energy

doing too little too late. In general, the appearance (or continuation) of government
budget and balance of payments deficits accompanied by inflationary pressure should

ment a

•

•

characterised

result, poor countries are often accused of

management policies aim at restraining ag-

gregate demand and thus reducing infla-

inflexible

tionary

to loss of

monetary and domestic credit policies.

exchange rate policies added
competitiveness and this to
balance of payments problems;
inflationary demand management
policies; and
slow growth in developed countries,
leading to lower prices of primary commodity exports.

There

imple-

stabilisation programme. As a

These include fiscal,

mainly two variations of
The first — or-

stabilisation programmes.
thodox programmes

fiscal deficits

way

—

so as to

combine this with

ments

It is difficult to decide when to

are

bon as a

A Little Too Late

ment a

pressure.

aim at correcting

reduce inflation and

exchange rate deprecia-

of correcting balance of pay-

deficits. The orthodox programmes

have been

implemented by

a

large number

of African countries. The second variation
13

heterodox programmes

— include
generalised controls over prices, wages and
—

the

exchange rate in order

to reduce infla-

tion. Countries which have

implemented
these programmes are mainly in Latin
America (Argentina, Brazil and Mexico),

In

Africa, Zambia tried

programme

to

tural rigidities that impede such growth,
hence the need for structural adjustment

implement this

during her period of

Do stabilisation programmes work?

What is the record ofsuch programmes thus
far? The evidence assembled from
studies is

not

encouraging. In

case

many cases.

stabilisation programmes have failed to
eliminate

inflationary

pressures.

In most

enstranglement from the IMF/IBRD

orthodox programmes, inflation is rather

stabilisation-adjustment

slow to respond to a reduction in govern-

programme

(1987-89). In the Middle East, Israel also

ment

implemented this type of stabilisation
during 1985.

tion. Instead, implementation of such

Supply Side Policies: Supply side
policies are applied as part of the stabilisa-

wages

shcat run

tion programme but

to

mainly to strengthen

spending, however drastic the reduc-

programmes tends to lead to reduced real

and increased unemployment in the
as

the Zambian experience (1978

1985) indicates and

a

number of Latin

the demand side policies.

American countries. Furthermcae, during

rive is to create

the early phase of the programme, capacity

or

Their main objecstrengthen incentives in

order to increase the amount of goods

and
given level of aggregate
demand. Output increase may be secured
through improvement of productive factor
usage by say, reduction of distortions
caused by price and exchange rate
rigidities, monopolies, subsidies or trade
services at

a

utilisation in industry and employment
decline due, partly, to increases in the cost
of

raw materials and input supplies. As a
result, economic growth declines during
the first phase of stabilisation. The freeing

of prices initially

worsens the inflationary
spiral and results in a regressive shift in in-

restrictions. These measures are usually ac-

come

companied by policies intended to promote

public expenditure. All these effects may
lead to further destabilisation of the

long-run economic growth through, say, increased capacity utilisation in industries,
Such policies may itKlude incentives for
thnft and

more

power

capital formations,

training and

measures to eiKourage

technical innovation. Thus,

supply side

policies tend to be micro-economic
tor

man-

or sec-

specific while demand side policies are

of a macro-economic nature.
The Lessons Thus Far

Stabilisation policies, as the name im-

plies, aim at stabilising the main economic
indicators, such as inflation, growth and
balance of payments. As such, these

policies often precede structural adjustment

programmes.

perceived need

The main idea is the

to first reduce

instability

and thus create necessary

conditions for
further growth. However, for growth to be
sustained, there is need

to reduce the stnic-

distribution and

a

limitation of real

economy.
The

experience of countries that impleis slightly

mented heterodox programmes

different from those that implemented ot-

thodox programmes. In a number of cases,
these programmes

short

failed although in the

they helped reduce inflation
without inducing a recession. The Zambian
case again comes to mind.
During the
period of the "break" with IMF/IBRD
(1987-89), economic growth improved
being led by a high performance of the
term

agricultural
stabilised

sector. Inflation somewhat

initially, due, mainly, to

ex-

change rate management. However, the fiscal deficit continued to increase while the

foreign debt
rate.

accumulating at

high
Thus, after a short period, inflation inwas

a

creased and contributed to loss of

con-

fidence in the home grown programme.
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Summary and conclusion
The evidence thus far indicates that
stabilisation programmes may not
stabilise poor

economies. As

number of doncffs and
become frustrated and

a

help

result,

a

policy-makers have
heaped the blame on

the

leadership of poor counuies. Typically,
countries are accused of being rather
timid, and doing too little too late.
poor

However, it must be borne in mind that such

do not always address all

programmes
causes

of the crisis. In poor countries, infla-

tion is caused

by economic development
problems and structural limitations of these
countries. In general,

supply and demand
inelastic thus requiring large price
changes in order to enlist small quantitative
adjustments. Moreover, the initial cause of
are

very

the crisis is

usually external, such

decline in the

as the
price of a chief export or the

increase in the

price of the main import.

However, stabilisation programmes are
usually based on the assumption that the
cause

of the crisis is internal and its

short term. It is
causes are

impact

argued here that the main

external and have

long term im-

pact

Thus, the decision to implement a
stabilisation programme should be based
on a

careful

(largely empirical) analysis of

the causes and options out of the crisis. The

package of
vary

measures to

be adopted will

from case to case. Finally, a number of

facts have emerged. First,

rapid devalua-

tions of currencies tend to exacerbate the

inflationary spiral. Second, the

costs as-

sociated with stabilisation programmes
tend to be

high and may lead to reduced
public suppOTt. Third, if the programme is
not

well-conceived

may

be

no

implemented, there
stabilisation in which case the
or

slip into further instability,
by high inflation, low
growth, worsening living conditions and
loss of public confidence. To get out of such
economy may

characterised

a

crisis would require even more drastic ac-

tion and thus
the

more

sacrifice

on

the part

of

people.G
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DEBATES

MALAWI

—

—

"Malawi Is A Star Performer"
P. T Kandiero
Please allow

me to

express my displeasure
feature of your

to the extreme at the main

July 1990 issue of Southern African Political & Economic Monthly in which three
major articles were on Malawi.l read the
editorial and the articles again and again in
an

effort to establish

a

motive

or a

link. It

would appear

that the editorial was merely
hiding behind three misguided, hastily put
together articles which were bent on
portraying a negative picture of my country

not

associated with actual

neither

Africa Watch has called
more

than

on

a

Western

quarter cen-

tury of gross human rights abuse.
In

116-page repcKt pubUshed recently,
the human rights organisation documents
the systematic suppression of dissent under
the 26-year rule of Life-President Kamuzu
Banda, a long-standing Western ally in
a

Southern Africa. The report, entitled Where
Silence Rules: The

Suppression of Dissent

in Malawi, also presents new evidence of
recent human rights abuse — notably the

Sapem November, 1990

nor an

as

editor.

an

ground in a spirit of dedicated "intellectual
dismally in his
moral duty of serving his readers well. I am
happy that not all intellectuals are like this.
I was heartened to read the text by Kanexclusiveness" he fails

doole B. F., and Phiri K. M., in their "Twen-

ty Five Years of Independence in Malawi;
1964-1989" published by Dzuka when they
said;

editor

For

if he occupies a higher

over a

decade

dence, the Malawi

after Indepeneconomy

ex-

Rights Record

by Africa Watch, an organisation which monitors human rights

10 October, 1990.

governments to pressure the Government
of Malawi to end

academic

speaks or writes

The following statement was issued
on

an

However, I do know that when

Malawi’s Human
practices in Africa,

events or facts.

Ultimately, of course, the best way to
provide an adequate reply to the fallacies
that abound in your major articles would be
to publish in your "intellectual" magazine
a well researched paper that reflects the
truth. I hope that some of your academic
readers will take up this challenge. I am

police shooting dead more than 20 protestOTS in the Lilongwe suburb of Kawale in
March this year.
Africa Watch

much-vaunted
a

charges that Malawi’s
stability has been bought at
life

the dead hand

poet and only

neuro-surgeon are

detained without

charge. A leading journalist was as-

terrible cost;

Intellectual

country’s leading

scarcely survive
of the censor and

can

political life is non-existent outside
the orrmipotent ruling party. The best
and brightest of Malawians are
eliminated from the scene. The

sassinated in exile last year. A

prominent economist suffered
similar fate a few years ago.
Detention without trial is

a

important
against dissent. One man,
Machipisa Munthali, has been detained
an

weapon

since 1965. Presidential detention powers
are

arbitrary, with

ministrative

or

no possibility of adjudicial review. Africa
15

favourable economic climate, parastotals were confined to afew key sectors. Low tariffs were introduced in
addition to the minimal use of
qualitative restrictions on imports in
order to discourage uneconomic import substitution. Finally, a policy of
wage restraint helped to keep
Malawian goods competitive on the
international
The

arena.

sceptic would be quick to point out
are

Malawians

they might be biased in favour of Malawi.
Those thoughts will be quickly banished
when you read on their admission that the
boom did not go on feever
This

perienced rapid growth. This was
largely due to the realistic policies of
the government which encouraged

export-oriented agricultural production through creation of a favourable
economic environment which at-

foreign capital and
enterprise. To achieve this
Watch reports

Domestic Product

that increasing numbers

have been detained in the past two years be-

of

of the civil service and
educational system which has got rid of
many Malawians from the country’s Northem Region. The number of detainees is
cause

a

purge

estimated at several dozen.

Although Malawi is often described as
ethnically harmonious, the report presents
strong evidence of consistent discrimination against northerners since the 1960s,
with periodic purges, imprisonment and
imposition of quotas for school entry. President Banda and his closest associates

relatively healthy economic
was interrupted in the late
1970s. A combination of drought,
deteriorating terms of trade, disruption of Malawi’s external transport
routes and a sharp decline in public
sector investment radically changed
situation

the situation. Estimated Gross

tracted

are

from the Central

Region.
prisoners are reported to have
been severely beaten with sisal batons, but
the worst treatment is reserved for persistent criminal offenders. According to testimony gathered by Africa Watch, these
prisoners are subjected to a "hard-core
programme" at Nsanje or Dzeleka prisons.
They are stripped naked, chained to the
Political

floor of their cells and either denied food or

given one-quarter rations. Many are
reported to have died. Africa Watch was unable to visit the prisons concerned since the

(GDP) growth

Malawi Government refused the

organisa-

tion admittance to the country.

On occasion, the government

has
political murder. Journalist and
human rights monitor Mkwapatira Mhango died in a firebomb attack in Lusaka,
Zambia, in October 1989, along with his
wives and young children. Only weeks earlier, he had been publicly denounced by
President Banda. The report provides
resorted to

current account

between

deficit also widened to almost 24%
during the same period and with
declining capital inflows the bulk of
this had to be covered byforeign borrowing and by running down reserves.

The debt service ratio

20%

was

about

by 1980.

changed economic conditions

were

transitory, the government in
consultation with the World Bank

not

and the International Monetary
Fund

formulated a
programme for dealing with the
structural problems. The programme
was supported by a series of structural adjustment loans (SALs) from
the World Bank. The first SAL was introduced in June 1981 for US$45
million which waj followed by
another in January 1984 for US$55
(IMF)

million and the third SAL

was

ap-

proved in December 1985.
Greene, Wole Soyinka, Ernest Hemingway
and Emil Zola. The report notes:

Inevitably, the authorities make
decisions which

philistine:

one

are

absurd and

novelist detained in

the 1970s had all his records of clas-

details of several similar incidents, includ-

ing the unexplained death in 1983 of three
Cabinet Ministers and

a

Member of Pari ia-

Official

explanations ascribed their
deaths to a car accident, but new eyewitness testimony gathered by Africa Watch
confirms suspicions that they were murdered while in official custody.
Malawi has an elaborate machinery of
censorship for the suppression of intellecmenu

tual life. Writers

are

viewed with extreme

mistmsc poet Jack

Mapanje has just completed three years in detention without
charge. Authors whose work has been
banned include George Orwell, Graham
Exiled: many

such
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a year

1979 and 1983. The

When it became clear that the

that because the scholars

Banda

averaged only 0,1%

as

Malawian intellectuals

Thandika Mkandawire
Sapem November, 1990

.

Kandoole and Phiri continue by explain-

ing the specific

reasons

behind the

programme:
The

reduce the domestic debt. The exter-

main

objectives of the
programme were to reduce balance
of payments deficit; reduce government fiscal burden; improve the
financial performance of public
enterprises; reduce energy costs; improve efficiency and resource allocation in agriculture and industry; and
ensure transport links to coastal
ports.

They then explain in great detail how
objectives were to be achieved:

these

In order to achieve these
the Government
programme

objectives,
implemented the

using various instru-

Under SAL 1, the government
increased agricultural prices and
ments.

utility tariffs. An investment coordinating Committee to oversee all
the major investments was appointed. Price de-control measures
some

were

undertaken. Tax rates

sical music

by Russian

were

ad-

composers

confiscated—presumably the police
thought Tchaikovsky

was a

member

of the Soviet Politburo. Once,
return

justed in order to mobilise more
revenue and ^orts were made to

on

nal debt

was to

controlled more

be monitored and

efficiently.

The second phase

of the programme
continued the adjustment which
began under SAL 1 but some new
areas were

introduced. These in-

eluded the reduction

of subsidies in
university education and in agricultwe, and improving the efficiency in
the operation of the Agricultural
Development and Marketing Corporation (ADMARC). SAL III was
built on policy reforms and measures
initiated under the earlier

two

The

specific sectoral policies and
measures which were addressed by
government were as follows: In
agriculture, the policy would continue achieving increased production
and diversification for exports as

The United States Government is known

criticised the detention of Jack

Mapanje, but at the same time has substan-

his

from his US alma mater,

was on

growth through the completion of the
price de-control programme and the
review of the Industry Development
Act. On transport, feasibility study
on

the Northern Corridor

Transport

project was undertaken with

a view
complementing government’s
policy ofdiversifying access routes to
to

the

sea.

The Government also main-

tained an active exchange rate policy
in

with

concert

appropriate

flexible foreign exchange alheatinn
system. An export promotion policy
package and an export creditfacility
were designed to achieve export
promotion and diversification.

tially increased military assistance to
Malawi in the past two years. Despite
public statements that aid to Africa will be
linked to human rights, Britain has apparently not made such a connection in the
of Malawi. In contrast, Africa Watch

endorses the actions of the West German
and Nordic governments

who have
suspended aid packages for human rights

book he had been presented with—

only to discover that it

vironment broadened to enhance

case

Banda recommended to his Cabinet
a

food self-sifficiency through
provision of smallholder
producer price incentives. In industry, efficiency had to be encouraged and the overall policy enas

the

monetary policies, and pursued a

programmes.

to have

well

the

reasons.

censor’s banned list.
The report urges:

Afirica Watch

points out the similarity
between Banda’s Malawi and regimes such
as

At

the late Nicolae Ceausescu’s in Romania

and Kim

they should turn their attention to

suppression of all
independent expression with a high degree
of personal despotism by the Life-President

poor, forgotten

da Kadzamira. But whereas totalitarian

regimes received regular

rights abuse,

Banda’s Malawi receives Western aid.

Banned: works of

writers snch
Sapem November, 1990

Malawi.

Africa Watch is part of Human Rights
Watch, an organisation that also comprises Americas Watch, Asia Watch and
Helsinki Watch. The Chairman of
Human Rights Watch is Robert L.

and his "Official Hostess", Cecilia Taman-

denunciation for human

loudly proclaiming their

rights and pluralist democracies,

is unusual in Africa since

it combines a totalitarian

Eastern Bloc

when Western govern-

universal attachment to human

D-Sung’s in North Korea. The

Malawian system

a moment

ments are

prominent African
as Ngugi wa Thiongo

Bernstein and the Vice-Chairman is
Adrian DeWind.
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The

one; and for her
effort, Malawi was later to be described as
a

ending is

a

"star performer".
The

adjustment programme has been
succesrful on the macro level. Current account deficit has improved
tremendously over the years (24,7%
ofGDP in 1979 to 5,5% in 1988). The
trade balance has also improved due
to a reduction in the volume of imports. After the general decline in
1981 and 1982,

improvements have
been experienced in most cf the sectors

I have

happy

illustrate that it is possible to achieve balance and credibility

—

to

when

development matters are lepoTt&d in
non-ideological, empirical fashion.
In conclusion, please permit me to state
some of the facts about my country. Under
the wise and dynamic leadership of His Excellency the Life President, Ngwazi Dr. H.
a

•

On 20th April, 1990, the Ngwazi addressing Malawians at Harare Sheraton

said:

Economically
in Africa, Malawi
is not just a performer but a star performer. That was from the World
.

Malawi has made

a success

of her In-

..

Bank and the International Monetary
Fund (IMF).
These

Kamuzu Banda;-

are

facts.

Nobody

can

wish them

away.D

dependence;
•

•

since 1983.

quoted extensively ftom Kan-

doole and Phiri

Malawians are a peace-loving and disciplined people; and
Malawi’s economy, small as it may be,
is well managed.

ZIMBABWE

P. T. Kandiero

was

the Malawian

High

Commissioner to Zimbabwe until October 1990.

—

The Past Ten Years and the

Future for

Democracy

This article is

adapted from a paper delivered at an African
Association of Political Science (AAPS) Forum (Zimbabwe
National Chapter) in Harare on September 27, 1990.

Canaan S. Banana
AM told

I
in

by Professor Sithole that

your organisation (The Zimbabwe
National Chapter of AAPS) has been

operation here since 1982

for almost a decade! When I protested why the
invitation was this late, his reply was:
"We were afraid to write to you because
then you were President." I then asked
—

him: "Even after 1987?" His excuse then
was:

"We

were

waiting for it to be ten

why I think democracy is crucial to
development as a nation.
Alot has
be told in

happened since 1980. It cannot
speech. This country’s political

achievements

over

the past ten years are

many and they are as elating as
failures are humbling. But since I

its few
have to
confine myself largely to the political
aspect (the purpose of your Association),
my task has been simplified.
Thrmoil and

years!"
Ladies and gentlemen, 1 have been asked

a

our

Tenacity.

After all, it took a 376 page

volume:

exercise my mind on the past 10 years, a
decade of independence, and to relate this

TURMOIL AND TENACITY, to attempt
to tell the political stc»y ofZimbabwe’s past

experience to the future of democracy in
this country. I have been asked to focus on

least IS authors each

to
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10 years!

Moreover, this story is told by at
focusing on that
aspect which he/she thought they had
closer vision of. As if that was not enough.

one

of the readers was expressing to me the

other day

his own version of the 1980-1990
independence era. It is like the story of the
three blind men’s perception of an elephant.
One feeling the huge leg said’ "An elephant
is like a piece of thick wood." The second,
who apparently was feeling the ears said:
"Kwete (no) an elephant is like a big leaf."
And the third one had yet another version.
Feeling the elephant’s tusks, he declared:
"An elephant is like ivory!" (He must have
been a poacher!)
Each man was in a way correct in his
blind perception of what the beast was like.
But no one was feeling the belly, the other
Sapem November, 1990

three

table distribution of wealth

Zimbabwe: 1980-1990

our

legs, the short tail and the trunk. The
Elephant has close
to 10 million participant observers. More
importantly, they are not blind.
Immediate
What

Objectives

the

primary and immediate
political objectives at independence? National unity, peace and stability, were, in my
view, primary and immediate. To achieve
these, a government of National Unity was
attempted and a policy of reconciliation
across racial, tribal, regional and party lines
was

were

enunciated. Racial reconciliation

was

achieved

relatively early and with relative
ease, although not without a few skirmishes
here and there. The 1985 CAZ victory over
the Independent Zimbabwe Group (JZG)
took many of us by surpise, leading to
fears that whites had refused, and in fact,

biting the hand of reconciliation
to them. Fortunately,
white minority power had become a toothless bull dog and was unable to make any
visible cuts in our body politic.
Reconciliation across tribal, regional
and party lines (all are related) todc longer
to realise and came only after a bitter civil
strife spanning six years from 1982 to
were even

we

had extended

December 22, 1987 when the historic

"Unity Accord"
strike took
realise

as

us

the

was signed. This civil
almost the same period to

war

of liberation which

was

pitched from the end of 1972 to the end of
notwithstanding the time, lives and
unity, peace and
stability were finally achieved in Zimbabwe. Any healthy mind ought to acknowledge this and celebrate it as a monumental
achievement of the past 10 years. Even the
most pessimistic among us ought to
emotional stress it took,

celebrate.
The
to

sceptic

can only caution or warn us
be careful because unity, peace and

stability (as social phenontena) are neither
static nor stable, neither are they final. Conditions of unity, peace and stability, once
created (particularly with guns and bullets),
have to be constantly nourished and nurtured with tenderness, love and humility.
But of these three, humility is the best at
titude to adopt
Socialism
Another of

primary socio-political
goals as enunciated at the beginning of the
10 years was that of socialism — the equiour

Sapem November, 1990

in

beginning to strain and tarnish

years, I have
reduced commitment to this

abroad.

goal both in action and in word. Very few
people, let alone people in leadoship positions today, would pronounce this goal
without looking around them before
apologising to the audience that "it takes
time!" God fohid that we should gather at
the c^italist acre to enter socialism in the
s^ulchre of history.
Of note, though, are the enormous strides

liked to

discerned

a

made in the areas of education, health care,

and, perhaps rural development On this,
some

obsCTvers have

whether this is

goals

a

questioned, howevCT,

function of

our

socialist

or it
More

would have happened in any
case.
importantly, they point to the
gap between the life-styles and resources of
the leadership and the commcxi folk which
have been progressively widening rather
than narrowing during the past 10 years. "Is
it not the purpose of socialism to narrow
this gap?," they ask, particularly University
students, workers and silent peasants!
At any rate, my assessment of our goal
of socialism is that it has remained

Foreign Policy
Another of our cherished political objectives at the

beginning was to guard and
independence from foreign
influences. There is no doubt in my mind
that Zimbabwe has maintained (over the
past 10 years) an image, both at home and
abroad, that it is nobody’s playground. Our
many friends as well as our few enemies
have always known this.
Our independent and non-aligned
fweign policy over the past 10 years has
been extremely successful, in my view. We
have not lost any friends on account of the
positions we have taken in international affairs (even notwithstanding the July 4 affair
in 1986). We have remained a respected
and respectable nation in this region, in
Affica, and in the world throughout the 10
years. We maintained this respectability
even during the years of the civil strife in
maintain

While still

our

Matabeleland. This strife, however, was

see

on

our

image

this point, one would have
more successful at

Zimbabwe

peace-making in this region than has been
the case. I am here referring to the peace effats in Mozambique, ^^guia and peihaps
now the ghastly and painful scenes in South
Africa. Understandably, there are many
constraining factor in these dynamic and
fluid situations. But

aloof

we

should not remain

give up trying because peace and
stability in the region are so intractably
linked to sustained peace and stability in
or

Zimbabwe.
In fact, Zimbabwe cannot prosper in real
terms without peace

and stability in the
region, and in particular to our Mozambican and South African neighbours. We invariably have to make it our business (not
simply our international duty) to actively
think about how to achieve and maintain

and stability in the region. In this
regard, a judicious and constant assessment
peace

and re-assessment of our efforts should be

encouraged.

an ex-

tremely expensive slogan over the past 10
years. But I shudder at the consequences of
the widening gap between the "chefs" and
the "povo" in our society, particularly with
the ever-rising rate of unemployment of our
otherwise employable youth.

1979.
But

or resources

society. Ov^ the past 10

Nervous Condition

I should like to turn

now to

Zimbabwe’s

experience with democracy over the past
10 years. I believe that democracy is cmcial to the unity, peace and stability of a nation. I believe that democracy is fundamental to the development and prosperity of
any society.
We have had three general elections
during the past 10 years, and each of them
was

held under

a

different set of cir-

cumstances. Let us
cumstances

rehearse the cir-

of each of these elections

before commenting on the
cal culture in Zimbabwe.

evolving politi-

In 1980, the British, in the person of Lord

Soames,

were

in charge of the administra-

tion and conduct of the elections. The

countryside was littered with heavily
armed assembly points where ZANL A and
ZIPRA guerillas were separately kept and
Rhodesian soldiers. Potentially, all hell
could have broken loose during and after
this election. We woe all novous in our excitement. The white
ous;

community was nerv-

the internal settlement bunch

was

the PF-ZAPU group was nervous,
and ZANU(PF) was also nervous. Indeed,
even the British and Frontline states were
nervous;
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nervous

about the outcome of that election.

wrecking and the outcome as Oiled with un-

At times, we were never sure the campaign-

certainty and anxiety

going to reach polling day. I recall
being banned from campaigning by hard Soames. Campaigning was
even prohibited in certain rural areas
(Buhera) because of the level of violence.
There were several fatalities during this

the violence that

ing

was

Enos Nkala

election. Accusations and counter-accusations of intimidation

place.
We accused the media (RBC, RTV, The
Herald and Sunday Mcul at that time) to
have been grossly in favour of the UANC.
There

were common

were two sets

white roll and the

of elections: the

common

roll. The white

of whites. Those who remained were uncertain about their future. In this state of fear,

they were joined by the internal settlement
parties. Alas, ZANU(PF) and PF-ZAPU
were not immune to the jffevailing nervous
condition of the time. They remained suspicious of each other and of the internal parties

as

well

element So

as

the intentions of the white

experienced the ugly civil
strife of 1982-87 only to enjoy the ultimate
unity that brought the peace we now have
had for nearly three years. Tabvakure
vakomana!(y/e have come a long way!)
we

1985, the general elections were held

under somewhat different conditions,

than in kind. Lord Soames had now
been long gone. The elections were supergree

vised

by ourselves as an independent and

sovereign people. Conditions of peace now

prevailed in most parts of the country except in some parts of rural Matabeleland.
Some six political parties contested the
common

roll elections. The white role elec-

tion this time were contested by two parties,
CAZ and the IZG.

Opposition parties

ac-

cused the media of excessive bias fw the

ruling ZANU(PF).
Although election ’85 had some element
of violence, the campaign was not as nerve¬

risk the always present clanger of

we

alienating ourselves from the people.
'lay-by’ on the road

respecting citizens thought it

to

usual way

was an un-

of celebrating victory. People

beaten and families

were

were

forced to

leave their homes. It

was

Rather than

the losers

beating

up

in bad taste.
we must

learn to invite them to celebrate with

us.

In

alienation. And alienation itself breeds

regime resentment. Regime resentment in
turn is followed by what nasty social
process? (I understand that all of

sitting next to one. So you should all know
what follows

the

resent a

ing.

ideological orientation!)

Election 1990
tween

generated during the campaign. This time
four political

elections and there

parties contested the
were no separate elec-

tions for whites. These elections

were once

again marked by some violence; lives were
lost and many were

injured. I would urge
the political leadership of all parties to call
upon their supporters to exercise tolerance
and restraint, even in the face of provocation.

regime, whatever its colour

Periodic elections constitute

We should trust the

a

free and tolerant political culture which

the sine qua non
not allow
a

our

an

impor-

commitment to

trust

if not

our

guns

and bullets? But alas,

histOTy, particularly in our time, teaches us
that

these (guns), too, cannot be

even

trusted!

ranging
state

on

five

years). In one form or another, we will continue to have regular, periodic elections.
There is nothing as edifying as knowing
governs

with

a

clean mandate of

having beaten opponents in day

we

or

to

renew

the

views,

To that extent, this mandate should

closed mind because criticism

our

our

minds to

see.

see

Even if

what otherwise

we were to

our

remain

positions and

commitment to these positions

and views is better rationalised and im-

proved by criticism.
Do you

think such a debate would occur

Zimbabwe to become

people.

people’s mandate to

think those who

are

unpersuaded to abandon

state?

(just to fulfil a ritual), but to

a

did not

is fear that must visit leaders who have dis-

democracy, elections are not held for

land about the one-party

our

participating in it

light. The opposite of this edifying feeling

their own sake

democracy in

doing a patriotic
thing, and we ought to praise them as such.
We must approach criticism with an open
are

were

tanced themselves from the

in

is a very healthy one. I

sharpens

and that we are

committed to periodic elections (every

the people

our own

people and one another, who then shall we

commitment is here to stay

seek

of democracy. We should

culture of fear. If we don’t trust

rather than

one

is

in our society the development of

democracy. I believe- this constitutional

In

people and trust one

Zimbabwe? I think that the delate which is

in any country. To
this extent, the three general elections held
over the past 10 years are vitally important
indicators for

or

another. We should rather begin to cultivate

What about the future for

Important Aspect

that

people begin to

Trust

that of 1980 and 1985, at least in the

level of unnerving excitement and violence

some

once

somewhat in-be-

was

you are

social scientists and if you are not, you are

boxing ring, you don’t continue pounding
someone who is already lying down bleed¬

a

govern.
20

this,

Public apathy is often a

as

though many of the differences were in de-

genuinely expressed if we must be
guided by popular sentiment Unless we do

had not been anticipated. In fact, many self-

tant aspect of democracy

Violence
In

wimessed immediate-

we

ly after the election results were announced

role

was won by the Rhodesia Front unopposed. Some nine parties contested the
common roll elections. Immediately after
the ZANU(PF) victory there was an exodus

the 1980 one. But

as

be

To Be

or

a

clear

one:

one-party

Not To Be

The choice that is

view,

a

facing

"To be

us

is, in

or not to

be:

my
a

de

jure one-party state, or maintenance of the

Sapem November, 1990

status

quo? The future for democracy in

Zimbabwe
on

hinges on the choice we make
a de facto one-

this issue. We have been

for the past 10 years, and every
have sought the people’s
mandate to govern them for the next five
years in competition with other parties.
That is as it should be. What is wrong with
that? Competition brings out the excellence
in us. "Competitive democracy", if 1 might
be allowed to use.the expession, is mighty
healthy fOT this country, any country for
that mattdr. / argue for the retention of the
status quo because I believe that no generation has the right to make immutable
decisions for future generations, which is
what a de jure one-party state does. But
here I stop to ask: Just what do we stand to
lose if we simply abandoned the one-party
slogan?
Mr Chairman, my plea is that we ought,
therefore, to be busy thinking about how to
improve on democratic processes within
the present multi-party framework. How do
we cultivate a political culture of tolerance
in a pluralist society? The sooner we get
party state

five years we

Celebrating Zimbabwe’s tenth anniversary

—

Manipulation

posterity. We should start
educating our people now that opponents in
selves and for

are

fellow citizens and not

—

C onstitutional

started with this task the better for both our-

elections

ZAMBIA

Petros

Muyunda

enemies to be brutalised.

of the past 10
undealt with, aspects such as the sterling performance of our judiciary. Zimbabwe has had a decade of an independent
judiciary that, in no doubt, helped to sustain
our young democracy and our intemational image and respectability. This is crucial
for the future of democracy in our nation.
Finally, although achieved only two
1 have left many aspects

years

the end of the 25-year State of
Emergency must be welcomed with the sinmonths ago,

cere

hope that never again will Zimbabwe

find it necessary, at all, to re-introduce

it.D

Professor Canaan S. Banana was
Zimbabwe's first President and Head of
State. He now teaches in the Department

ofReligious Studies at the University of
Zimbabwe.
Sapem November, 1990

FRICAN Politics is all the same,"

A

said

an

Arab friend of mine. "No

political
power," he concluded. The observation
one

wants to

could have stunned

give

even

up

the most naive

rapidity at which the
multi-party advocates in Zambia have

capitulated again by the release ofall political prisons in what the president called "a
new spirit of reconciliation and love". It
also further agreed to a new registration of
voters, a demand they had initially resisted.

observer, given the

Repeal
The last in the series of

wrestled concession after concession
came

from what is otherwise an adamant

regime.
The

national council meeting of UNIP, that they
would

multi-party advocates have been

quick to claim a morål victory. After 26
years of political intolerance, the pace of
events raised many an eyebrow. Ever since

agreeing to hold a refa^ndum — a call initially drummed up only by the trade
unionists
the ruling establishment

compromises

with the announcement of the recent

forego the referendum stage, repeal

Chapter 4 of the Constitution which
authorises the existence of only one party

the way for a plural democracy.
proposal however, is that the multiparty advocate should, in the interim
period, not hold any rallies or meetings.

and pave
The

—
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Despite the r^d tum of events, there are

ly without

shoulder as to who is

ly subtle nature

even

sure

play that would enruling party wins the

are at

either that the

election ot in the wake of a failure to do so,
still remains in power
tional
Let

manipulation.
we can

tion in the

ing a source of irritation to many rather than
way of gathering supporters.

a

luiil the inbuilt manipula-

unfolding events. To be sure, the

initial allusion to

a

referendum

serious statement by
careless

was not a

the state. It was rath»-

by the [xcsident when
foreign journalist about his
to demands by the labour moveanswer

pressed by
response

the traditional coercive habit of UNIP

of closing maricets and shops, and providing free transport to rally goers is now prov-

assemble the relevant events in

us

order that

a

by sheer constitu-

ment that a

glance over their
listening. As a result,

recourse to a

indications that manoeuvres of an extreme-

a

referendum would best solve

Prejudice

According to the law, Zambians have a
right to freedom of Assembly. The only
condition is that such

assembly should
prejudice the security and peace of the
rq}ublic. Thus, even with the revddng of
an

not

the referendum regulations,

by invoking
of the Constitution,

the relevant passages
MMD could sdll hold

the

meetings so long as
they were deemed not prejudicial to public

television and claimed that the idea

security. The Minister of Justice and Attcvney General, Mr Frederick Chomba, as-

political impasse in the country. Later
the president appeared on Zambia
was

being mooted by three individuals. Even
when he conceded to the idea of a refoen-

dum, he claimed that the demand

originated from a small proud of hyenas. It
was not thought at this stage that the idea
would have many adherents.

Kaunda

sured the nation in

a

national address that

the MMD would enjoy

this right within the

confmes of the law.

Mr Frederick Chiluba, who is also the
Chairman of the Zambia Congress of Trade

Unions, was picked up by police in Choma,
Southern Province, for

holding

illegal

meeting.
The facts of the

that,

case are

on

the

material day, Chiluba was on a private visit,
held

an

informal meeting with the local

Dampening

committee to discuss factors

In

slow pace in the

reality however, it is clear that the
ruling clique is intent on dampening the
momentum of the opposition and in the in-

an

affecting the
registration of voters.
with the referendum and ad-

clearly showed

terlude to construct a web of legal changes

Doing away
vancing straight to plural politics gave the
impression in the rural district that the

Multi-party
Democracy (MMD) enjoyed overwhelming support So far, since the campaign

that would compromise whatever practical

whole exercise had been called off and

changes would take place within the ensu-

UNIP would still remain in power.

ing

resulted in

began, UNIP elected

no

meeting has been allowed to take place

which

so

far. In fact

given the inefficient nature of communica-

Overwhelming
The events that followed

that the Movement for

to hold

”stage meet-

ings" — that is, addressing management of
all institutions under their

one

year.Despite the legal provisions,
rumour

has it that the police

pay-roll. They
claimed that their campaign would be

have been under specific and strict instruc-

"silent but effecdve". This

to the MMD

was a mere

euphemism for confessing that few people
would attend their tallies. A case in
the

rally held by the president

on

point is
Octobw

13 1990 in the suburb of Matero, where in-

dependent observers placed attendance at
two or

three thousand

people.

In contrast, MMD rallies drew

their thousands. Even when

people in
orgatusaUonal

meetings were held, so many came so that
they turned into mini-rallies. The MMD has
managed to remove the scourge of fear that
has been the most

singular feature of rule

by UNIP. Today people talk, cridcise open22

dons not to issue any

permit for a meeting

until the

movement

is

registered. No provision of that nature exists in the law. Again an injuncdon filed

This
apathy to register in the areas in
the issue had not been explained

dons in the country.
Commented

I think this is

There

were

included.

from under the MMD’s feet

intervened. Last week, the Chairman of the

Operations and Organisadonal Committee,

blessing in disguise.

only nine people with me

times because

means

breaking the

myself and

plus the other people in

Riot Police

the MMD have insisted on
exercising their democradc rights and on
each occasion riot police have physically

a

law, then 1 must have broken it many

comes

On their part

jovial Chiluba:

If that

before the

High Court claiming that the
police are acdng in bad faith, sdll pends
until Novembo- 28, thus pulling the rag

a

my

wife

home

exactly to nine.

The law
more

my

stipulates that

than five

a

gathering of

people constitutes

a

crowd.

Terms of Reference
The most novel aspect
cus

relates

to

of this UNIP cir-

the composition and the terms
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given the Constitutional com-

of reference

mission at present gathering evidence from

public. To begin with, no consultations
were made with the various organs that

presidential and parliamentary elections,
with the bitter coming later.
standing myth which goes as fdlows:

to be

presented on the body.
This, coupled with the refusal by the ruling
establishment to resign and appoint an inwere meant

suggestion itself reflects a long

The

the

The

president is popular. The

problem is those who surround him.
Far-fetched

terim government to facilitate the period of

commission in
favour of the appointing authority.

A far fetched

transition, weighted the

As expected, the MMD declined to sit on

commission. So did the church and the
unions. The

reason

is simple.

Given the

composition of the Commission, it
of the rq)resentatives would merely work to legitimise
a constitutional manipulation that actually
would entrench UNIP in power. As is to be

biased
was

felt that the presence

expected, loud noises would be made as to

scheme

thereof by the dissent-

As

an

indication of the absurd nature of

only contest an election in the event that

parliament was dissolved and not before.

on

parliament has been given, it is \eiy clear
that UNIP is not yet ready to be tested at the
polls by any (^position.

a

for the last

cabinet of fifteen members and

advisory body of eighteen members,
both not accountable to parliament Parlia-

an

A

be

frightening development would
where the MMD, constituted as a

mwe

one

liament without

having the right to rule

parliament and government in the
set-up will remain two sq)arate entides. Given that any member ofparliament
chosen to the cabinet by the president
automatically ceases to be a member of parliamoit, it is possible that MPS under a
UNIP ticket could all be appointed mini-

only be responsible for

sters.

In the event that the MMD won those

security, foreign relations and defence sub-

seats

in the ensuing by-elections, we would

would

ment

ject to the vote of the president
Dual

System

implications of these proposals are
rather obvious. For one thing, it implies that

there
lapse of two years between the

system, the implication is that

would be

a
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important factor is that a

proposed private member’s motion to
remove

the state of emergency will not take

place. To remove the state of emergency requires only a simple majority of the members. Thus, if the mover of the motion is expelled, there will be nobody left to initiate
the bill and the state of emergency, the
of UNIP, will remain in operaagainst the opposition
without recourse to any law. Though the
state of emergency is supposed to be
reviewed quarterly, this has so far not been

trump card

tion and can be used

done.

Procedural Grounds

Novemb^ 28 went

joying no popular mandate.
Expelled

tide 4 of the Constitution which is to be

presented before parliament when it
resumes sitting on October 26, 1990, the

solved. Lett^ have been sent to incumbent

the injuncagainst the

In the event that the ruling on

have

repeal of this law will in no way affect the
status of UNIP until parliament is dis-

new

more

MMD, there is

the first head of state in the

years as

A

and a government exercising power but en-

According to a gazette release of CX;tober 17,1990, regarding the repeal of Ar-

seven

Motion

ture on

of elections will be ushered
in, one presidential and the other parliamentary. Gauging from the president’s
speech at the national council, when he acclaimed that he will be in power fw the next
dual system

timetable for the dissolution of

have a parliament full of the exposing party

The

a

no

dead issue.

Constitution, something akin to the American
a

rq)ealed, the opposition party would not be
allowed to contest a by-election. They can

with him his most reliable campaig17-year p^od after standing alone in the elections. Given that the
MMD is at present incarcerated by law
while UNIP campaigns, enough ground can
be gained especially in the rural areas
where it is being assumed multi-partism is

ners

new

would be

implications of these manoeuvres

rather clear. Even if Article 4 was

this fable.

be based

carry

since

Federal Constitution was mooted. There

The
are

Since

the recommendations made to the commis-

sion as to the future of the Republican

ly lose their seats in parliament

proposition but the whole

seems to

party, could actually have a majority in par-

ing voices.

expelling them
from UNIP, which means they automaticalthemselves with the MMD

What this means is that the president would

the representative nature of the commission

and the assent given

membCTS of parliament who have identified

a

no

telling when they will

right to hold meetings. The repeal-

ing of Article 4 may not be effected until
sometime next year on procedural grounds.

Thus, despite the semblance of major concessions conceded

by the mling party, in

reality very little has been given away and
the ruling establishment, after the initial
period of shock, seems to have gained composure and is detomined to firmly entrench
itself despite popular q}position.n
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POLICY DIALOGUE

Health Sector

Financing in Zambia Since

Independence
Boyd Tembo
HEN Zambia achieved

in the Zambian economy.

Sev^ capitalist
instruments, proposed by the IMF and the
auctioning system, de-control of prices and

the central government budget deficit has
been through a combination of both domestic and foreign borrowing, with the former

coming of the

bank interest rates and control of wages

African version of socialism then meant
the exit of any vkes that the new leaders

of Zambia, 5 OcL,
1985). Government also had to drastically
check its spending policy, especially where
current expenditure was concaned. This
cut in government current expenditure now

playing a big role.
By 1985, the government budget deficit

W

cal

independence in 1964, the

new

leaders identified them-

selves with socialism. The

thought

were
in nature.

politi-

capitalist and exploitative
Exploitative

were

introduced (Times

meant a

Among other things that were identified
as being exploitative and
capitalist in nature were

medical and educational fees.

Prior to

independence and immediately
after, there were a number of fee-paying
schools in the country. However, in the
early 1970s, gov^ment decided to abolish
fee-paying hospitals and schools. Most
eventually taken over by government.
One such hospital is the Maina Soko
Military Hospital (formerly Nursing
Home) in Lusaka. Government’s argument
were

for the take-ova-

was

that it wanted to af-

ford every Zambian equal access to medical facilities enjoyed by the few in the

higher income group.
At the time government was undertaking
these

policy

country was

measures,

the economy of the

thriving. The country’s Gross

Domestic Product (GDP) growth rate was
about 8% per annum! with the GDP per

capita at K675; the inflation rate was about
10% per annum. Much of this performance
can be explained in terms of the peifwmance of the export sector. Cqrpa production was high and contributed close to 80%
of GDP.
Memories
October 1985 will, forever, remain in the
memories of many Zambians. This is so because

the direction of

economic

political and

policies took an unprecedented
Monetary Fund (IMF)
conditionality became the rule of the game
turn.
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International

reduction in subsidies

to

the health

record Kl,053bn from K307 million

was a

in 1983, increasing to Kl,116bn in 1989.
This is more than a three-fold increase in
the deficit.

problem that has for sometime now
bothering the policy-makers in the
country. The situation has to be checked
one

and education sectors. The IMF argued that
government was over-subsidising the

been

citizens, hence, the huge budget deficit
which was proving difficult to fmance. In
addition, government was to engage in a
policy of economic liberalisation. How was
Zambia then going to reconcile its ideological stance with the ct^italist policies introduced by the IMF?

somehow.

Health

Financing

In

Financing of this huge deficit is

Evergrowing

Although revenue has been increasing, it
has not been able to over-ride the deficit.
This has been

because of

ever-growing
expenditure. Expenditure rose from
so

K116,6m in 1964 to K360,3m in 1970 and
K678,2m in 1975. By 1984, total govern-

trying to analyse the problem of health
Hnancing in Zambia, it is important to first
analyse the government’s fmancial position
since independence. For most of the time in
question, the central government budget

Kl,3bn. The increase in total expenditure
has been mainly due to an increase in the
demand for services, itself brought about
by the high population growth rate in the

has been in deficit from year to year with
the exception of the period 1964-66,1969-

country. By 1987, the budget was about
13,5% of GDP (World Bank, 1989).

70 and 1974 when the

With the increase in total expenditure,
there also has been an increase in health ex-

budget was in
surplus.
In 1974, the budget surplus stood at an
all time high qf K64m over and above the
1973 figure of K266,4m. This represented
a
128,3% improvement in the
government’s financial position. This massive improvement can be attributed to a
general rise in government revenue, especially that from taxation of foreign trade
and other non-income taxes.

Government

revenue

since 1964 has

generally been increasing with tax revenue
accounting for an average of 46% of total
government revenue. Revenue ftom grants
has also been increasing. Most financiiig of

expenditure

ment

was

approximately

penditure. The total budgetary allocation
fcx health rose from Klim in 1966toK55m
in 1979 and

subsequently K104m in 1984.

Howeva, health sector expenditure as a
percentage of total government expend!ture has drastically declined from 7,4% in
1972 to 4,7% in 1987 (World Bank, 1989).
Demand for Health Services

The

population problem has become
point of concern in most countries
of the world today. Zambia is no exception.
The general worry is not only that extra
food has to be produced but other services
another
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I

<

have to be

expanded, such

as

health, hous-

ing and education. Expansion of such services normally has to match the peculation
growth, if a proper balance is to be struck.
In 2^bia, the population growth rate
has reached alarming proportions. Between
1964 and 1980, the growth rate averaged
2,4% per annum, rising to 3,4% between
1980 and 1985, finally reaching 3,7% per
annum in 1989. The peculation in Zambia
has grown

faster than the growth in the

GDP. This high population growth rate has
been due to a high fertility rate in Zambia.
In 1989, the total fertility rate in iZambia
was

I

7,2 births per

woman, a

figure higher

than the 6,5 births per woman of 20 years
ago. The average fertility rate for all of
Africa was about 63 births per woman.

Greatest Need
One way to measure

the impact of
population growth on the health system is
to project the growth of the population with
the greatest need for health services. This
population comprises women in the fertility years and children under the age of 5.
In 1985, this population stood at 2,8 million
and was expected to increase to 6,1 miUion
in 2005 and 9,1 million in 2015.

The

capita level of expenditure was approximately K19. If this level of per capita
expenditure is maintained, government
should expect to spend anything above K28
per person in 2005. Wth the 73 births per
rate, the expected expenditure
would be approximately K300 million.
woman

The immediate solution to these

problems would be fw government to initiate a population policy that would reduce
the peculation growth rate.
Government

coming of independence in

care

originally developed in the
developed countries thus making it more
was

suitable for that environment. This system
places more emphasis on curative methods
and medicines rather than prevention. As a

result, cases of malnutrition, malaria and
cholera, to mention but a few, are still very

prevalent in Zambia.
In

Zambia, it toc^ the government until
early 1980s to realise that preventive

methods and medicines

impact of continued population
growth on the need for health facilities can
also be seen in the number of in-patient
beds and cots that are currently required.
The health sector requires about 21 300
beds or one for approximately 280 persons
in the population. Expanding the number of
beds calls fev a greater outlay of resources
on the part of the government. If the
population lives up to its high fertility rate,

preventable diseases.

then in 2005, 50 900 beds will be needed

Rural

increasing to 75 800 in 2015.
Physicians
1969, the ratio of physicians to the
population was only one per 1 600. In 1989,
In

the figure stood at 1 per 7 800 people. This
high figure has been caused by mass exodus of medical personnel to neighbouring
countries and other

vices

seem to

be

places where their serappreciated more than in

Zambia where the government seems to be
unconcerned about the plight of these

curative

ones.

were

better than

During the time that it took

the government to realise the disadvantages
of a curative system of medical care and the

importance of a preventative system, about
75% of the

cost

of medical services had

gone to treatment of preventable diseases.
If the situation is not corrected in good

time, many more millions

Kwacha will

Distribution of health
urban and rural
mon

areas

resources

between

has also been

point of concern

among many

a com-

critics

of the system

in Zambia. Almost all the big
and best hospitals are located in cities.
These hospitals have the best medical staff
and most of the best medicines that the

medical system can offer. Cases that cannot
be treated in rural health centres are
referred to the urban

for treatment. Let alone the chaotic
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in the economic life of the nation. The
men and women have the right
freely to determine and build "their own
political, economic and social system by

ways and means of their own free choice".
It was decided to introduce programmes
that would eliminate, what Kaunda called

"exploitation of
such

man by man". Policies
those that abolished medical and

as

education fees; exempted

low income

groups from income tax and introduction of
subsidies on essential commodities, were
decided.

One of the aims of these

heavy subsidies
equitable distribution of
these services, with the poor being the main
target However, empirical evidence has
shown that uniformly high subsidies across
all social services meet neitha- equity nor
efficiency objectives. In many countries,
poor consumers do not generally have good
was to

achieve

access to

social services that are subsidised

by the government The greater amount of
the services are enjoyed by people in the
high income group despite the subsidies.

Irresponsibility

transport situation in the country whereby
may have to wait for a week before a

one

bus can turn up one’s village.

policy measures that were underthe Zambian government between
1964 and 1974 when the economy was still
booming actually created a sense of irresponsibility on the part of both the
producers and consumers per se. For example, at the time that books were given
taken by

areas

point of

the policy-makers.
quite rapidly, estimated at 75% during the period of the
Third National Development Plan. The per

population.
Upon gaining independence, the new
rulers in Zambia upheld the principle that
the government should intervene actively

The

Government health costs have also been
concern to
This has been rising

the national

still have to be spent on treatment of

hospitals and in these
days of high transportation costs, this tends
to discourage the rural masses from making
an effort at all to visit the bigger hospitals

professionals.
a

Policy

system that was suited to the needs
of the local conditions. The system adected

the

sumed about 60% of national health expenditure despite only accounting for 30% of

preamble to the Constitutiwi of Zambia

1964, Zambia, like other developing
countries, did not bother to develtc a medi-

in Zambia

In 1980, government statistics showed
that Lusaka and urban Copperbelt con-

read that all

With the

cal

also become iMohibitively priced for the ordinary villager to afford.

Bicycles have

free in schools, both the teachers and the

pupils

irresponsible over the way isAny time, teachers
could get books and other equipment which
they gave away to their relatives and
friends. Pupils, on the other hand, could
lose books unnecessarily, tear pages from
sues

woe

were

handled.

books and still get a new allotment the next

day. The

same has been the case at hospitals and health centres in the country where

drugs

were

obtained from pharmacies in
hospitals even without

government
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prescriptions. In some cases, drugs were
smuggled out of the country or foreigners
crossed into the country illegally to obtain
free medical services.
The

policy measures also gave people

the belief that in Zambia, one could have a

big family and still manage to feed it, basically because of the high subsidies on essentials. This fact partially explains the
high population growth rate in the country
since 1964.
The government was mythic on the future of the economy such that the economic

boom of 1964-74

was seen as an

everlast-

ing thing. The best thing the government
should have done

was to

reduce both

education and medical fees to sufficient
levels

as

opposed to complete abolition.
The

Military

2^mbia is among those developing
countries whose defence expenditure,

though not repoted officially, is believed
be in hundreds of millions of Kwacha.

to

Every year, government spends millions of
Kwacha on purchases of military hardware,
recruitment and training of military and
other security personnel and other military
programmes. It is also believed that there
are close to 10 000 "Ghost Employees" on
the government pay-roll (most of them
members of the Intelligence Unit) whose
main role is to be the eyes and ears of the
President In a desperate attempt to get as
much information as possible out of

"Ghost Force" spends money
lavishly in drinking places and the like.
The same goes for the military officers
especially those who reside in hotels at
government expense. These officers incur
huge hotel bills monthly, running into millions of Kwacha. Most of it is spent on alcoholic beverages. Asked whether they
realised that tax-payers’ money was being
put to bad use they boast that they should
also enjoy the "cake" since top government
officials were also misusing the resources.
The Party

suspects, this

In a country where the Party is supreme,
political decisions have overridden
economic reality, making the economist
useless in the system, since his decisions do

carry any weight at all. The politicians
have c^ted to drive new Japanese and Gctnot

luxury cars, give themselves hefty allowances and other such benefits while
children die like mice in hospitals and
health centres throughout the country due
man

to

Facilities in hospitals
enough to accommodate

poor medical care.

are not even
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patients in the absence of an epidemic.
About 75% of the government

medical
centres (even the big ones) do not have ambalance services to cater for emergencies.
Medical personnel until recently (July
1990) were very lowly paid and when
junior doctors tried to complain about 50 of
them were eventually dismissed for what
the government called "indiscipline". The
government was ready to dismiss local
medical personnel and
nel from Cuba.

recruit new person-

from the World Bank and the IMF, reconsidered its position on health expenditure
among other things and decided to introduce medical fees at its hospitals. Fees were

first introduced at the

country’s biggest
hospital, the University Teaching Hospital
(UTH) with the hope of eventual introduction in other government hospitals. The
UTH was expected to introduce alternative
fmancing through:
•

cover

households of

government employees and other
groups in the formal sector;

Imperative
Evoyone is aware that subsidised education and health services have

greatly improved basic indicators of well-being, such
as literacy and child mortality rates, during
the past three decades. However, the question comes as to whether these huge subsidies should be continued

health insurance to

even

with

government resources mnning low? The

•

fees for out-patients;

•

a

schedule of charges

pUes and charges for non-offered use of
physicians.
The announcement of the re-introduction of medical fees in government hospi-

tals
the

greeted with mixed feelings, with
majority criticising the government

was

over

the

move.

answer is an

emphatic "no". Are-evaluation
of this policy is imperative.
Most developing countries (Zambia
among them) have come to realise that subsidies meant fw the poor have actually been
enjoyed more by the rich. Therefore, a way

and
fw drugs and sup-

Income Generation

Today, everyone is aware of the
deterioration in die quality of medical services in the country’s hospitals basically
because of pressures on the government

has to be initiated by which subsidies can
be enjoyed by the targeted group. As a way
of initiating discipline among the users,

budget and general economic mismanagement. However, it is hoped that with the introducdon of medical fees, there will be

keeping in mind the pressure heavy subsidies have put on the government, a policy
of user charges for some social services has
to be implemented. However, prices should
be raised only selectively. Charges for
primary education and basic rural health
care or some type of preventive care should
be excluded ftöm the proposed increases.
In any case, the subsidies in these areas

generation of income which would eventually go to fmancing the expansion of the
heal^ sector and improvement in services.
In addition, introduction of hospital fees is
hqjed to lead to people having a better
sense of responsibility over the use of
health services. However, tighter security
measures will have to accompany this new
policy to curb theft of supplies.
Experience has shown that many people,
even the relatively poor, are willing to pay
fw a service if they know that their access
or the quantity will be consequently improved. This was concluded in a World
Bank study on "the willingness to pay for
education in developing countries". The
willingness to pay for education and health
might be even greater if the users felt that
the funds were going to be used to improve
quality, such as in the provision of school

should be increased.

Complementary Markets
The jsoponents of user charges are careful to make

pricing recommendations conon the success of complementary
markets. Policy packages have also been
mistaken for those that are meant to cut
back provision of medical care among
other important things. However, such a
view on this important matter is a misleaddngent

ing one. In advocating fix user charges, one
should keq> in mind what the eventual impact

cuts in subsidies will be on con-

some sections of the
population, especially the poor, would be
affected. As long as cuts on subsidies do not
adversely affect consumption, the poor
being adequately protected, then the cuts

sumption and how

are

worthwhile.

In

thou^ this has not been proven
2^ambia.n

revenues

1987, the government, facing con-

straints in its budget

materials and medicines.
User fees have their own drawbacks.
One such drawback is that they depress
demand and could even discourage those
who value the service but who are confronted by a liquidity constraint. Therefore,
some subsidies are necessary. There could
also be lack of proper accountability for

and und^

yet in

pressure
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'Hich Man’s

Struggle and a Poor Man’s
Fight": The US in the Gulf

Ron Daniels
LOWLY but

surely President
Bush, Secretary of State Janies
Baker and other leading administration officials are priming the

s

American

one can

justify Iraq’s invasion/an-

There

are

growing indications that the U.S.

public for war against Iraq. It
is becoming increasingly evident that the

may have led Saddam Hussein to believe
that his disputes with Kuwait would be

"defense" of Saudi Arabia and the

treated

withdrawal of Iraqi

forces ftom Kuwait

is not the real motive for the massive U.S.

military deployment in Saudi Arabia
and the Persian Gulf region. The U.S. is
determined to destroy what it perceives
to be

a

hostile leader and

which it considers

a

a war

machine

threat to U.S. "vital

interests".
'

No

nexation of Kuwait But one has to question
how this crisis developed in the first place.

One is forced to wonder out aloud
whether there

might also be another motive. Could the Persian Gulf military buildup and pending war with Iraq be a means
of diverting attention from the faltering U.S
economy and the mind-boggling scandals
which have robbed the American people of
billions, even trillions, of dollars? Staggering problems are overwhelming entire
cities within the nation. Deepening recession is swelling the ranks of the unemployed and a mounting deficit crisis
would seem to forecast no relief for misery
for the

masses

of U.S. citizens in the

near

future.

Military Build-up
It is difficult to understand how the U.S.

spend some 1,2 billion dollars a month
Persian Gulf military build-up in the
face of such massive and seemingly intractable problems back at home. Whose vital
interest is the U.S. protecting? Certainly
can

on a

not

the interest of the 90% of those

Americans who control less than 30% of
the total wealth of this nation. Once again
it appears that it is a "rich
and a poor man’s fight".

man’s struggle

purely inter-Arab matter of no
major concern to the U.S. It would appear
that Saddam Hussein, angry with the
Kuwait Monarchy for driving down the
price of oil (and related issues), took the
U.S. attitude as a green light to resolve his
grievances in Kuwait in any manner he saw
fit. Hussein most certainly recalled that it
was the U.S. who not only acquiesced but
secretly encouraged the Iraqi invasion of
Iran in 1980. Why would the U.S. react any
differently if Iraq sized all or part of Kuwait
as a means of paying off Iraq’s enmnous
war

as a

debt?

The

question arises as to whether or not
inadvertently sent the wrong signals to Saddam Hussein or whether the signals were part of a scheme of calculated
deception. In any event, at no time did there
appear to be any real threat to Saudi Arabia.
It is clear to me that the Iraq invasion of
Kuwait was merely a pretext for the massive deployment of U.S. troops to the
region. The U.S. would like to ensure that
the region’s oil resources will principally
remain in the hands of "friendly" Arab
regimes. That mission will not be complete
the U.S.

a

distant land; a mis-adventure which will
result in untold thousands of innocent Iraq
civilians being slaughtered and hundreds of
the

sons

and

daughters of African

Americans, Latinos and poor and working
people being killed and maimed to protect
the vital interests and way of life of the rich
and super-rich who rule America and the
world.
In the Vietnam War,

African Americans

comprised 12% of the U.S. population, but
black soldiers suffered from 35%

-

40% of

the casualties. Black, brown and poor soldiers will again disproportionately bear the
burden of the

pending

war

with Iraq. The

contradiction is that these

same

Black,

Brown and poor

people are disproportionately unemployed, in prison and in the
military. For many of the sons and
daughters of America’s dispossessed, the
military is an option of last resort The masses

of U.S. citizens have

interest in a

no

vital stake

or

with

Iraq. As U.SA. Today
inquiry Editor, Baibara Reynolds recently
put it, "its not our land, our oil, our busiwar

ness".
A popular black rap group sings the line,
"it’s time to stop the hype". Perhaps, its also

time for another resounding chorus of "Hell
no, we

won’t go! "□

until Saddam Hussein is ousted and the

Ron Daniels served

the Director

of

military machine which the U.S.,
France, Germany and the Soviet Union
helped Saddam Hussein to assemble is
destroyed. A war, spearheaded by the U.S.
expeditionary forces in the region, is necessary to achieve that objective.

the National Rainbow Coalition and

as

awesome

Mis-adventure

So now the hope is on, drumming up support from the American
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another U.S. directed mis-adventure in

people for yet

the

as

Deputy Campaign Manager for the

Reverend Jesse Jackson’s Presidential

Campaign in 1988. He has served

as

President of the National Black Assemb-

ly and

Chairperson of the National
Currently, he serves as President of the Institute for Community Organisation and
Development in Youngstown, Ohio.
as

Black Independent Political Party.
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Personal Reflections

on

SAPEM^s Third

Anniversary
Lloyd M. Sachikonye
IT rained

during the cocktail party to mark
Africa Political & Economic
Monthly's (SAPEM) first three years. These
were the first summer rains in the capital,
Harare, to break the sweltering October
heat. African sages have often associated
such rains with good omen. Whatever the
case may be, the monthly magazine—after
more than 34 issues
has clearly come a
long way.
Southern

—

To recall how the first several issues

put together already seems like indulging in nostalgia. The origins of the
monthly were quite modest It toc^ several
weeks to go through the galley proofs; the
typing of the articles and their type-setting
and {»inting were conducted in three different locations. The original staff was
skeletal; there was only one permanent
staff member, an office secretary/typist.
Now, the type-setting and copy editing of
were

the articles and book reviews is done in the
SAPEM offices: soon, the printing will also
be carried out Actc. It is good to see the

typesetters and copy editcvs huddled on
their word-processors in this successful

enterprise of desk-top publishing. They do
only ensure that the magazine rolls off
at the beginning of each month. They have
transformed manuscripts into books. Some
of the authors are leading luminaries in the
not

social sciences in Africa: Dani Wadada
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Nabudere, Issa Shivji, Samir Amin
amongst others.
Frenetic Pace

African

scholarship to develop its own
paradigm with regard to the analysis of the
African condition
social science

Yet three years

is not a very long time in
editing and publishing a monthly
magazine. Even so, the frenetic pace of
global and regional developments during
the past three years has not only generated
a great deal of fresh thinking but also confusion and realignment. Who, in 1987,
would have confidently predicted the end
of the Cold War less than two years later?

as a

basis for an African

community.
Impact

The past

three years, in global and
regional terms, offer a good vantage point
to sum up certain trends. First, it is fairly
clear now that the Soviet Union and Eastern

Eun^ will never be the same again. The
demise of communist regimes in the German

Democratic

Republic, Poland,
Hungary was the cul-

Who foresaw the demise of communist,

Czechoslovakia and

governments in most of the countries then?

mination of the crisis of socialism in those

The last three years also witnessed South
Africa’s debacle at Cuito Cunavale, its

withdrawal from Namibia, the rising erescendo of opposition to ^)artheid leading
to

the release of Nelson Mandela and other

political prisonCTS, the unbanning of the
liberation movements and the beginning of
negotiations with the ^)artheid regime.
Throughout much of the continent,
democratic struggles reached new heights;
the one-party state model came under a sustained challenge. All these and other crucial
developments have been covered in the
magazine. As an alternative forum for
analytical discussions in articles that are
often well-researched, SAPEM has largely
succeeded in its major objectives. I return
later to the related objective fw progressive

societies. In the USSR itself, divisive
nationalism suggests a recurrence of more
secessionist Lithuanias and Moldavias. The

envisaged 500-day economic reform
programme in the USSR could still prevail.
In global terms, the developments in the
Eastern Bloc in 1989-90 have raised quesdons about the socialist model and stimu-

lated premature obituaries for the model.
Yet those countries which have adopted

free-market economic

policies have al-

ready begun to experience the social contradictions and tensions which capitalism
engenders. Peter Gowan in a recent article
in the New L^t Review (July-August 1990)
has made several observations regarding
these contradictions. First, in Poland, the
Balcerowicz Economic Plan, named after
SAPEM November, 1990

SAPEM has
the

Deputy Prime Minister in the

Mazowiecki government but fathered by
the IMF, "has cut living standards by some
40% so far this year—an austerity drive of

unparalleled scope in post-war internadonhistory". Tensions within the political

al

elite have

burst

forth in

tween

and

now:

a

bitter struggle be-

Walesa and the government

parliamentary leaderships of

Mazowiecki, Geremek and Michnik.
The real content

of this open war
within Solidarity is revealed by the
strikes that erupted on the railways
and in the Gdansk Shipyard in May:
the workers feel utterly betrayed by
the policy of what they took to be
their own government, and Walesa is
giving voice to this despair. There is
a very real prospect of the breakdown
of the new liberal-democratic order
itself in Poland, if the only political
movement with popular roots is torn

come a

long way: a sample of the back issues

European and Soviet intellectuals has been
the inversion of their political formulae and
continuity of their logic of reasoning
(Petras: Economic and Political Weekly,
22nd

September 1990). It argues that

Where in the past

they saw the inevitability of capitalist collapse,
today they posit its continuing suecess; yesterday they saw socialism
resultingfrom the exhaustion of technico-material development under
capitalism, today they describe
capitalist stability based on the continuity of technical progress. Yesterday they promoted Soviet collectivism as the model for Third World
developmerU, based on the power of
the Soviet bloc, today they speak of
the development of capitalist relations in

historically
progressive: the same mechanical
deductive logic from questionable
premises.

apart.

Flawed

Devastating
A year

after the breaching of the Wall,
unemployment in the former GDR has
reached devastating proportions and
austerity measures in Hungary have
provoked several strikes. The emergent
capitalist system in these societies is thus
being contested at many levels.
The significance of developments in
Eastern Europe also relates to ideological
struggles in other parts of the globe including Southern Africa. In these struggles,
some

states as

new

erstwhile socialist intellectuals have

clearly "sold out". In

penetrating critique, it has been observed that the most
striking characteristic of some Eastern
one
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Some of this flawed

reasoning which
eulogises a capitalist utopia has been
reproduced in Africa by liberally inclined
African scholars. It is to its credit that
SAPEM has taken

a

generally sober and

sceptical position

on this ideological position which Western governments and the

media (the BBC, Economist and Newsweek
etc) have taken to buttress their verdict that
the West has

won

the Cold War.

Within the Southern African

sub-region,
implications of the shifts in the
ideological struggles are already emerging.
the

As in the Gulf crisis,

following Kuwait’s
annexation by Iraq, the USSR no longer
plays a super-power role. In Southern

Africa, the West

precisely, the
major player and
ramifications for strategies of the
or more

United States, is now the

this has

liberation movement in South Africa.
Never has it been

more

imperative for the

mobilise domestic progressive forces and to create a broad democratic
movement to

front in the run-up to substantive negotiations with the apartheid regime. This is a

large question which SAPEM has reflected
upon regularly apart from stimulating the
related debate on the prospects of socialism

(Slovo 1990, Jordan 1990 and Mafeje,
1990). The trajectory of the democratic
struggles (of which negotiations with the de
Klerk regime are a part) will certainly be a
focus of analysis in SAPEM. In Zambia,
Mozambique and Angola, the transition to
multi-party systems raises issues concerning the enlargement of democratic space,
the creation (and durability) of broad coalitions of social interests on specific agendas.
Bearing
It would have

emerged by

now

that this

summary of some of the major debates
which have a bearing on the content carried

by SAPEM during the last three years can
only whet one’s a^ietite to reach for the
back copies! The need for an independent
forum of analytical discussion of contemporary issues in the fields of economics,
politics, philosophy and culture has been
acknowledged for many years. It is in such
a

forum that debates between scholars

are

conducted and the frontiers of knowledge
extended. At this juncture of ideological

polarisation, never has it been more imperalive for African scholars to develop
their own traditions of scholarship. It is out
of such traditions that African "schools of

thought" will eventually emerge. But this
requires commitment and hard work,
sobriety and careful nurturing as the first
three years of SAPEM amply testify.G
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Township Violence: The Role of The
Leadership
Ike Mafole

T
the

HE random savage attacks on
and

killing of scores of Africans in
returning commuters to
townships on September 13 marked
a

train

the intense escalation of violence

Africans and

radically changed the

on

na-

ture and dimension of the violence

hitherto attributed to the conflict between the African National

Congress
(ANC) and Inkatha supporters. The
savagery, brutality, callousness and
swiftness of execution introduced

a new

dimension into the whole scenario.

Firstly, the

groups

involved

were

smaller, armed with firearms and pangas;
secondly, highly organised and executing a
highly plaimed operation; thirdly, retreated
in an orderly manner tqjparently to regroup
at some

pie-designated place.

These attacks smack of terroristic and

genocidal intentions reminiscent of SS
summary executions and Zionist attacks on
Palestinians that led to the latter’s

expulscattering
neighbouring Arab countries. Nearer

sion from their fatherland and
into

home, these attacks call to mind the MNRand Koevoet-styh murderous attacks on innocent

civilians in Mozambique (on-

going) and Namibia before independence.

Show of support?

PAC youths at Jeff Masemola’s funeral

Who Are These Attackers?

Who

are

these attackers?

Why

are

they

carrying out these attacks? Needless to go
back to the origin of this violence because
so much has since happened and is
happening that what happened on September 13
was so

intense and gruesome

the African

that it has left

people stunned and wondering

where these faceless and callous animals
will hit next The

intensity of the violence
September 13 (Black Thursday) has
changed the nature and dimension of the
of

violence that has, in the last four years, cost
4 000 lives in Natal alcxie.

katha

The export of the Natal conflict and
violence to the Transvaal, Vaal Triangle

character. This

townships of Sebdceng, Sharpeville and
(Sunday July 22) and then to east
and west of Johannesburg townships of
Thokoza, Katlehong, Vosloorus, KwaThema, Kagiso, Thembisa and Soweto
(from August 12) has changed the scenario.
Overnight, the conflict and violence asEvaton

sumed
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Xhosa and Zulu supporters of ANC and In-

over

a

tribal dimension to that between

respectively. It lost its ideological
was

what the racist

authorities have been

wishing to see happen. True or false they made this appear that
way through their media. To make this
claim credible, they even asked traditional
chiefs from bantustans to assist quel this socalled tribal conflict and violence involving
township residents (who are not only Zulu
and Xhosa) and hostel dwellers (who are
also not only Zulu and Xhosa).
Sapem November, 1990

tive creature of the

Many Questions

the other

The September 13 violence where 26
people were butchered and shot to death in
a train has raised many questions and
speculations about the attackers. Up till

apartheid system and
ideologically and politically ccmi-

servative. This

seems to

and collabcxation

make

cooperation

logical.

Inflexibility

then, the violence was attributed to the
ANC and Inkatha supporters. Is this claim
still valid? The Deputy President of the

It is also a fact that the two leaderships
of the two organisations accused of invol-

ANC is

"Third force". Earlier on, he had accused

not been helpful in facilitating to resolve or
stop the violence. They have both remained

police involvement in the attack by hostel

inflexible in their positions—accusing and

pointing fmgers at what he calls

a

vement in the conflict and violence have

Paradoxically, these self-same leaders or
leaderships can solicit talks with the racist
authorities, discuss and make critical
decisions chi issues affecting the lives and
future of the African people. They see nothing wrong in this; they do not feel compromised; they do not s*. iheni^v iv.
being used by the racist authorities and yet
cannot see themselves doing the same thing
to solve a very serious problem of life and
death for millions of Africans.
This is the absurdity of the whole drama.

One begins to wonder who these leaders arp

representing — themselves or the oppressed people, their egos or the concerns
and interests of the oppressed African
people! This is not to suggest that these
leaders should meet for the sake of doing
so; but there is no reason why they should
not meet to save lives of innocent people,
caught in the cross-fire, thousands of whom
are now left homeless, displaced and in
total insecurity while these leaders and
their families are far from the fray.
The Problem
What is really the problem? Violence has
been in Natal and elsewhere since the mid1980s but has escalated with the release of
historical leaders of the liberation
ments

move-

(ANC and PAC). The release of these

leaders, the unbanning of the ANC, PAC,
the SACP and the

lifting of restrictions

on

33 other anti-apartheid groups and the announcement of the beginning of "talks
about talks" created

a lot of expectations
the oppressed and impatience,
anxiety, disappointment, anger, frustration
and scepticism in others. For the white farright these developments were seen as a
betrayal of the white settler minority by the
ruling National Party and F. W. de Klerk

among

and should be resisted.
The

dwellers. The racist authorities have
defended the

police and claimed neutrality
of the force in the on-going conflict. But
these accusations have been confirmed by
numerous

would

witnesses under affidavit. It

seem

normal that the police or right-

wing elements should side with hostel
dwellers said
cause

be Inkatha supporters beof the tribal character the racist
to

authorities would wish to
conflict. There is also the

impute to the

common conser-

vative character of the two forces

—

one

traditionalist and a political and adminisua-
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counter-accusing each other’s supporters;
refusing to meet unconditionally. They
have been pulling in different directions
while innocent and unsuspecting people
continue to be victims of the struggle for
hegemony on the one hand and recognition
on the other. The perceptions and images
these leaderships have about themselves,
their role and the role of their organisations
are making it difficult or impossible for
their supremos to sit together and discuss
the problem plaguing the liberation movement of the African people.

and

unbanning of political organisations

legalisation of political activities

opened new prospects or vistas for organising, mobilising, recruiting and growth. This
new situation unleashed a fever for rapid
expansion, competition and thus increased

possibilities for conflict and violence in
some areas.

In Natal, for instance, lines had

already been drawn in

areas

controlled

or

dominated by either Inkatha or
UDF/COSATU alliance. Violence is
centrated in contested

areas

where

con-

none

of
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the

organisations is in complete control.

This
to

struggle for territorial control has led
the emergence of war lords and armed

militias whose only pre-occupation is

ing. The struggle to maintain
new

others into these territories except

through
the use of force. This development has been
exported to the townships through the already demarcated hostels for migrant
workers which have seen

of the

some

of the worst

on-going conflict and

Necklacing

these tactics

invariably lead to the

of violence because

people are forced
to join certain organisations against their
will or choice. Living in a given area is contingent upon being a member of the organisation dominant in the area. Non-memuse

bers

those

resisting to join these organisations risk death by necklacing, hackor

ing with

pangas, axes or

stabbing with

knives, shooting with AK-47 rifles and
other lethal weapons.

It is

The

persistence of these tactics and
and recruiting have
been motivated by the hegemonistic tendencies entertained by certain leaders and
organisations. This behaviour has been
seen for example at funerals, demonstramethods of organising

tions and protest marches. At funerals of
victims of police brutality, tCHture and ra-

no secret

that

or

deceased

as

belonging to a given organisation. The
placing of flags or colours of certain organisations on the coffins of a victim or vietims is

is the

flying of flags or
banners of this or that organisation in front
of demonstrations or protest marches by
common as

local people

against

grievance such as rent,

specific issue or
utility (x fare hikes,

a

etc. In extreme cases,

these tactics and

methods take the form of

hijacking of
funerals, rallies, meetings, demonstrations
or protest marches organised or run
by
other groups, families and local com-

Africanist activist, veteran and former

munities. This is not, however, to suggest
that these things should not be done, but

Robben Island inmate Maliwa and

when the behaviour

AZANYU activists

by the scrambling

were

killed (neck-

laced) in the Cape Province fw attempting
to set up
same

Africanist structures (in 1987). The

has also happened to BCM activists.

Unity Of Action
of

organising, recruiting and mobilising

have been

sources

of tension, conflict and

violence between members of

anti-apartheid organisations and groups inside South
Africa. These tactics

are

also linked to ter-

seems to

Co-Existence

Why do organisations resort to such tactics and methods? All organisations worthy
and

high value on expansion
growth, especially if they want to go
name

put

national or consolidate their national stand¬

ritwial control and exclusion and expulsion

ing. The liberation

of those not

apartheid organisations and groups should
accept that they are operating within
limited space where the consequences of
expansion and growth, that is competition,

subscribing to a particular tendency. These tactics and methods have
forced

or

provoked non-members and

members of other groups or

tendencies to
fight back to protect their lives and activities. In

some

areas,

the signing of peace
32

this has resulted in

conflict

or

played out.

were cut

short in 1960. The 1970s

dominated by the Black Conscioustendency; the 1980s saw the re-emergence of the historical tendencies of the
were

liberation

movement

—

Charterist and

Africanist

vying for support of the oppressed African majority. Open conflict
began during this period in the townships,
schools, colleges, universities, places of
work, etc. The problem was characterised
by intolerance and hegemonistic behaviour
that led to the extension of

administering
‘necklacing’ from collaborators to political
opponents. With the unbanning of the historical liberation movements the question
of unity has become very urgent if violence
must

be stopped, especially at the time
are "talks about talks" hopeful-

when there

ly to lead to negotiation of a
tion based

on

new

constitu-

one-person-one-vote or

universal adult

suffrage, on a common
voters’ roll, in a unitary state. Failure of the
leaders of the liberation movements and
anti-apartheid wganisations inside South
Africa to realise the need to end the

on-

going conflict and violence ravaging
African townships may lead to loss of opportunities and further divisions and
weakening of the liberation movement of
the OR)ressed.
A United Front

or

anti-apartheid wganisations and groups.

of the

experience and practices of co-ex-

be actuated

desperation to show
how much support an organisation has that
is where the problem arises. This behaviour
is not conducive to coc^ration, or unity
o^
action between liberation movements df

These undemocratic tactics and methods

Past
istence

ness

Persistence

claim that the victims

totally frustrate freedom to

organise and freedom of association. The
resort to

flourishing of many schools of thought.

cially motivated murders, this scrambling
has become very common, through the

violence.

These tactics

the

fight-

or occupy

territory leads to denial of entry to

scenes

recognise freedom to organise, freedom of
association, competition, co-existence and

movements and anti-

collision and violence must be

To stem further division and

weakening
of the

of the liberation movement, unity
liberation movement and oppressed

should

become

priority number one. The process
of the unity can be set in motion through
consultations, discussions and the reaching
of

a consensus on

This

what should be done.

should, among other things,
recognise and accept the existence of other
consensus

liberation movements and anti-apartheid
organisations and groups in their own right;
secondly, recognise and accejM the freedom
to organise and freedom to join the organisation of one’s own choice; thirdly,
recognise and accept that no one person,
group or organisation has the monopoly of
the struggle of the oppressed African
majority; that this is a national matter of all
Africans oppxised to and struggling
against white domination and white

supxemacy.^

accords or pacts which
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Mandela, Decolonisation and
A Lesson from "The

Molara

Spycatcher"

Ogundipe-Leslie

A FEW years ago the

world rocked with the

furore over The Spycatcher, a book by Peter

Wright, former Assistant Director of Ml5
of Great Britain. We

were so

concerned

with the unprecedented appearance

of bald
censorship in welfarist Britain, the alleged
home of all the sacred "freedoms" such

fully. Lenin understood better than anyone
how to gain control of a country and, just
as important, how to keep it Lenin believed
that the intelligence service could ensure
that neither the Army nw another political
class could challenged for power.

as

Cynical Brother

free

speech, the p^ss and publishing that
we perhaps ignored the details of the
revelations in The Spycatcher.
We did not,

therefore, notice the follow-

ing text which I think is of the utmost significance for the so-called Third World (or
countries, my acronym for
Asia and Latin America) and
AALA

Africa,
of all

decolonising peoples. Comes the crucial
passage:
The entire

Cyprus episode left a last-

ing inyjression on British colonial

policy. Britain decolonised most suecessfully when we defeated the
military insurgencyfirst, using intelligence rather than force of arms,
before negotiating a political leadership of the defeated insurgency
movement,

of

and with the British force

arms to

maintain the installed

basiccdly what
happened in Malaya and Kenya, and

government. This is

both these countries have survived
intact.
The fundamental

problem was how to
the colonial power while ensuring
that the local military forces did not fill the

remove

vacuum.

create a

us

How, in other words, can you
stable local

Colonial Office

were

political class? The
well-versed in

com-

plicated, academic, democratic models—a
constitution here, a parliament there —
very few of which stood the remotest
chance of success. After the Cyprus expcrience, I wrote a paper and submitted it
to Hollis, giving ftiy views. I said that we
ought to adopt the Bolshevik model, since
it was the only one to have worked success¬
Sapem November. 1990

This text becomes most

movement;

of

ment" (his own

ly

words). Wright approvingKenya and Malaya as two cases

names

of successful decolonisation which he says
have "survived intact" — perhaps meaning
where British economic power and
cal influence have survived intact

pertinent again

put it, laughing bitterly and knowingly. The
"release" of Nelson Mandela and the initiation of a process

towards a negotiated peace
only as important

are, however, not historic

political landmarks, they are also imperalive as a time for black African political actors and activists to pause in the political
whirligig to reflect on the lessons to be
learned from us, the rest of Africa, their

predecessors in the debacle of decolonisation and political manipulation by former
colonisers. Certainly, we are their
predecessors in the business of eating from
the same dish with Esu, the Yoruba god of
chance, outwitting and trickery or, better
still, with the python who invites you to eat
from his own fat and threatening body.
Clearly the Peter Wright passage contains a significant and complacently
described tip from the "master’s" bag of
decolonising tricks, for this reason, the passage needs to be applied to the South
African and other situations in their

relevance, bearing in mind that Peter
Wright was writing not too long ago (he
was published in 1987) and the test cases of
British decolonisation still lie before and
around

us.

Britain decolonised most

successfully
wherever it defeated (read also disarmed or
subverted) the military insurgency first,
using intelligence rather than force of arms,
says Peter Wright, before negotiating a
political solution based on the political
leadership of the defeated insurgency

politi-

Parallel Procedures

with the release of Mandela which, we

hope, is not simply an extension of the
boundaries of his jail as one cynical brother

thereafter, using British force
maintain "the installed govern-

arms to

The pa.ssage suggests

that the Mau-Mau
by intelligence
first and then replaced by the political
leadership of the defeated insurgency
movement which was probably hand-picked and then supported in power by British
movement was

fwce of

arms

subverted

which maintained "the in-

stalled

government". We may ask here, a
la Hollywood, whatever happened to the
revolutionary Jomo Kenyatta? Notice Peter
Wright’s phrase, "the installed government". Parallel procedures could occur in
South Africa where an insurgency movement is being asked to call a military truce
even before apartheid has been structurally
dismantled. Meanwhile, leaders are being
released for a negotiated solution in a context where foreign force of arms will not be
needed, this time, to maintain "the installed
government" considering that there is a
South African army and other law enforcement agencies, fully controlled perhaps by
non-progressive forces.
The fundamental problem according to
the cold colonialist in Peter Wright, was
how to remove the colonial power while
ensuring that the local military forces did
not

fill the

vacuum.

How, in other words,

you create a stable local political
All these considerations are being

can

about the other

theid,

as we

class?

made
people’s countries. Apar-

know, is colonialism

on

the

spot. How do you remove the obvious,
dominating power, at least, remove its
detectable face while

ensuring that local

forces do not fill the vacuum? How do you
construct

papier-mache masks of

power
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and fit them

on

the faces of hand-chosen

Africans?
To solve this problem, Peter Wright says
they turned to Lenin; to what he called the
Bolshevik model. And this recourse should
be a lesson to us Africans who
sing of

home-grown ideas or are wont and quick to
condemn sources, without looking for the
usefulness or relevance of their ideas to our
conditions. Here, we have a cold, British
colonialist borrowing from Lenin whom he

probably hates othCTwise. Here, however,
cold and self-interested

prevails

practicality

is typical of any would-be suecessful Machiavellian imperialist He uses
Lenin’s idea that "the political class had to
control the men with the guns, and the intelligence service, and by these means
could

as

ensure

that neither the army nor

another political class could challenge for
power".
Many relevant questions rush to the fore.
Is this what did not happen with many neocolonial governments in Africa? Can

Lenin’s axiom be the

root of our problems?
actually happened in Kenya? And
with Kenyatta? Who controls the army in
Kenya today? What happened in Nigeria in
1966? Kole Omotoso’s Just Before Dawn
implies that the political class did lose control of the army with the connivance of the
British in Nigeria. Is the loss of power ovct
the army by the political class in 1966, followed by the transformation of the army itself into a political class, manipulated by

What

internal and external forces, the hidden text
of Nigeria’s political history since 1966?
Here we have ample room

for interventions
by our political experts and analysts. Certainly, the African scene is more complex
than can be explained by the facile
diagnosis of "corruption".
Charade of
Back to South

Democracy

Africa,

we

ward certain caveats: that

a

could put towindow-case

political class be not installed while the real
political class controls the army, the Intelligence service and, of course, the local
economy as the installed Africans play out
a charade of
democracy and government
for the consumption of international media
and their watchers; that the local political
groups be not divided and ruled in the good
old colonial style.
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Already lurking in the shadows

are

wraths of the aged, tried and tested
ways of

dealing with black and supiwessed peoples.
Already in the air are cries and reiterations
of "divisions among blacks", "irreconcilable factionalisation", "tribalism" and

"black-on-black violence". Blaming the
victim for the crime, as ever. Why is it only
victims and the disempowered who are re-

quired to be monolithic in their views? Failing to be, they deserve to be imposed upon
by outsiders; ruled and exploited. Is there
any group of humans which does not (even
should not) have differing interest groups
with different opinions and objectives?
Why the constant blackmail that blacks or
the oppressed or the disempowered he
"one" to deserve their just deserts? Of
course,

—

of the coloniser about

the colonised; of so-called whites about

people of colour; of men about women.
Women do not speak with one voice hence
others should appropriate their voices.
Clichéd

Ploy

The world should be tired of this clichéd

ploy by now; but it is not The point is that
people be left alone to work out their objectives, options and differences as adults
without their abusers throwing fat on the
fire. Let the blacks in South Africa work out
their

problems without external machinations, and that includes the media. The
funding and support of war-lords should
stop as Alistair Sparks courageously
pointed out on the ABC Nightlife show of
Town Meeting on February 15, 1990.
Black-on-Black Violence
The

for black-on-black
culprits should stop promoting and funding violence in order to use it
as a justification for the
continuing dominasame

goes

violence. The

tion of blacks. Put

simply, that people are
fighting each other is not a reason to have
in to sit

them. The argument that the master should is one of the
a master come

most

Nelson Mandela

it is a recurrent argument of abusers

about the abused

on

naked and appalling

admissions of an

imperialist consciousness which is often
only expressed towards people of colour.

Europe and America have had

some

of the

bloodiest and war-ridden of human histories yet their nationals would not for one

moment think that this justifies Mexicans,
Nigerians, Australians or Martians to come

in to take them

and govern

their lives
properties. It is, therefore, amazing yet familiar to hear the comment that
the most important problem in South Africa
today is not the dismantling of apartheid,
but the ending of black-on-black violence.
over

and their

This

comment

is what the yorubas of

Nigeria would describe as neglecting
leprosy and struggling to eradicate
ringworm. Eradicate the leprosy of apartheld first and let

us

worry

about ringworm

later.

Revelation
The revelation in Peter Wright’s
Spycatcher should stand in our mind’s eye
always when we think about South Africa
and other forms of decolonisation. Needless to say, power mongers and brokers borrow

from each other’s notebooks.'The

of us should leam from each other

too.

rest

Im-

portantly. South Africans should leam from
the rest of us, the rest of Africa and the rest

of the colonised

globe. The

case

babwe should be studied

Decolonisation

comes

in many

of Zim-

carefully.
forms and

coming out of prison, however stagemanaged, is just one small step in the direction of avoiding a manipulated peace and
becoming an installed political class.G
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BASIC DOCUMENTS

Joint

Communique

Following is the full text of the communique issued jointly by the
Mozambican Government and Renamo after direct talks on two
occasions in Rome, Italy, in July and August 1990.
DIRECT

A

meeting between a
delegation of the People’s
Republic of Mozambique, led by

Mr Amarndo Emilio

Guebuza, Minister

of Transport and

Communications and a
delegation of RENAMO, led by Mr Raul
Manuel Domingos, Head of the Department of External Relations was held in

Rome at the

headquarters of the Santo
Egidio Community, from July 8-10,
1990.

Participating as observers were Mr
Mario Raffaeli, representing the Government of the republic of Italy, Professor
Andrea Riccardi and Don Mateo

Zuppi,
both members of the Santo Egidio Community as well as Don Jaime Goncalves,
Archbishop of Beira. Both delegations,
recognising themselves as compatriots and
members of the big Mozambican family
expressed their satisfaction and pleasure at
this direct, open and frank meeting, the first
ever to take place between the two sides.
Both delegations showed interest and
willingness to do their outmost to carry out
constructive process in search of a lasting
peace for their country and people.

Taking into consideration the supreme
interests of the Mozambican Nation, both
parties agreed that it is

necessary to set
aside what divide them and, as a matter of

priority, concentrate their attention on what
unites them

so as to create a common

work-

ing basis for the realisation of a dialogue
whereby the different points of view shall
be discussed within a spirit of mutual un-

derstanding.
Both delegations declared their readiness to engage fully and in a spirit of mutual
respect and understanding in finding a
working platform to put an end to the war
and create political, economic and social
conditions conducive to a lasting peace and
the normalisation of life for all Mozambican citizens.

Chissano
The same Mozambican Government and
Renamo delegations met again in Rome, at
the same venue and in the presence of the
same

At the end of the talks, the two

tions decided to
course, at

the

convene

delegaagain, in due

same venue

and in the

of the same observers. They expressed their satisfaction and gratitude for
the spirit of friendship, hospitality and support rendered to them by the Italian
Government and by all those who have
contributed for realisation of the meeting.
presence

observers, from August 11-14,1990.

During the deliberations, both delegadeepened the spirit of mutual comprehension and respect.

tions

Both sides reaffirmed their determina-

tion to further

develop the dialogue

process, within the context and in the light
of the principles defined in the joint com-

munique of July 10, 1990, principles considered by both parties to be of great importance to the construction of the country’s
future. The discussions touched upon

obstacles to the continuation of the negotiations for peace in Mozambique, in a direct
and frank dialogue on the various points of
view.

Following this fruitful and enlightening
exchange of opinions, both delegations,
reiterating their common desire to achieve
a stable and durable peace in Mozambique,
reached agreement on the need to suspend
the meeting so as to allow both parties to
closely examine some particularly complex issues, with the objective of facilitating the progress of the negotiations. The
conversation will, thus, be resumed soon in

Rome, in the presence of the same obWar victim
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ÅZAPOIBCM(A) Communique

T

HE Central Committees of the

the liberation

Azanian

ganisations, and will continue with the effwts to unite and solidify the organisations
of the oppressed through continuing the

People’s Organisation
(AZAPO) and the Black Con-

sciousness Movement of Azania

(BCM)(A) met in Harare to consult

on

the

on-going situation in Azania. The
meeting took place on Saturday and
Sunday, 29-30 September, 1990.

movements

work towards such

and workers’

or-

Consultative Con-

a

possibility for achieving our people’s
aspirations peacefully arises,
process.

short

ference.

we are

prepared to participate in such

Any negotiations which fall

of

people’s legitimate

our

aspirations will only lead to

The Consultation resolved that:
The

tinued

a

con-

conflict and instability;

BCM(A) rejects the package of
negotiations offered by the de Klerk

Real negotiations must ensure the

and external

regime. The regime is illegitimate. It

full,free and scfe participation of the

the resolution of the AZAPO

has been

BCM(A) — internal and external

The Central Committees of the internal

wings of the BCM(A) ui^eld
Congress of
3-4 March, 1990 and BCM(A) Communi-

of February 8, 1990 on negotiations.
Accordingly, the BCM(A) reaffirms that it
que

stands for:
a

fully-fledged democracy in Azania

characterised
vote on a

by one-person-onesingle voters’ roll and in a

no

right to prescribe the

arui

the redistribution

of wealth.

De Klerk’s process of negotiations is

exist. In that context, these negotia-

undemocratic and prescriptive. In

tions

summoning the liberation

Throughout the centuries of colonisation
oppression, wealth was deliberately
kept in the hands of the white minority. A
future settlement must remedy this situation.

Further, the BCM(A) reaffirms its
mitment to

a

com-

Consultative Conference of

move-

separately and disparately, de

only be

can

seen as

using

divisive tactics;
De Klerk’s

refusal to negotiate

son-one-vote

in

his insistence

on

a

radical altera-

a

unitary state, and

group

rights closes

BCM(A) to negotiate under these cirthe

The

would be

cotfidence and

have placed

take

place at

a

neutral

under an independent and im-

partial mediator;
Under

our

real negotiations. For the

cumstances

venue,

on

tion of the economic system, one-per-

to

must

no

circumstances should

negotiations be used to de-politicise

land redistribution,

the door

and

op-

of de Klerk’s securityforces does not

Klerk

country;

of the

—

pressed, in a climate where the threat

the

our

movements

occupied Azania;

ments

in

process

and all other

leading to peaceful transformation in

unitary state;
repossession and redistribution
ofland. The colonisation andoppression of our people took the form of
land dispossession. Any settlement
that ignores this injustice will be a
grave injury to our people which will
ensure continued conflict and
strife

imposed by force, and has

a

betrayal of

trust our

people

in the movement;

BCM(A) is committed

ing about lasting

peace,

to

bring-

and if the

people and imrrwbilise the strug-

glefor liberation;
To democratise the process

negotiations,

a

of

Constituent Assemb-

ly, elected on the basis ofone-personone-vote must

The

be set up.

BCM(A) wants enshrined in the

Constitution the

return

of the land to the

landless, an economic system where the
people have ownership, control and full
participation in the creation, distribution
and sharing of wealth and in which the interests

of the workers

are

paramount.O

LETTERS
The Editor invites letters from the

general readership of SAPEM. Letters should have the full name and
pseudonyms will be used if required. Length of letters should be about three
hundred words. Letters should be sent to: The Editor, SAPEM, P.O. Box MP 111, Mount Pleasant, Harare,
address of the writer but

Zimbabwe.
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END OF AN ERA

A Living

Spirit in the

Revolution
Obituary: Zeph Mothopeng

Mudini Maivha

c

Lekoane
Zephania
Mothopeng (78), President of the
Pan Africanist Congress of

Azania is

no more.

"The Lion of Azania"
he

or

"Uncle

Zeph"

known, passed away at 1645 on
October 23, 1990 at the Johannesburg
as

was

Hospital, Azania, after a four-year spirited
batde against lung cancer. Thus, death has
once more

of

robbed the Azanian Revolution

gifted, brilliant, loyal and selfless
revolutionary servant.
The nation suffered shock, anguish and
a

frustration when from their midst, this ilon whom they had pinned

lustrious leader
their

the liberation of Azania from colonial settier occupation

and domination: Bambatha,

Anton Mziwakhe Lembede, Robert Man-

galiso Sobukwe (his predecessor as PAC
president), John Nyati Pokela, Josias Ratshilumela Madzunya and Japhta Kgalabi
"The Tiger" Masemola, to name but a few.
Cde Mothopeng started his revolutionary contribution as a student at St Peters in
Johannesburg who vehemently argued the
case

for African self-rule and self-deter-

mination. He

"that

youth who looked
grotesque as he strutted about on the debating platform, predicting doom to white
was

rule".
ANation without arms is no nation," the
fearless young Mothopeng advocated then.

time he

College in Natal where he obtained a
teacher’s diploma, Cde Mothopeng’s service in the national liberation struggle

was a

student at St Peters,to Aman-

zimtoti. From ANC Youth

League days to
the formation of the PAC on April 6,1959.
From the anti-pass positive action campaign of March 21, 1960 to the national
mass student uprising of June 16,1976.
Yes, he was a battled-rugged soldier
throughout his life who never believed in
comfort in struggle, if any of the sort exists.
On that fateful day, October 23, Uncle
2^ph "The Lion of Azania" departed this
world to join a galaxy of gallant fighters for
Sapem November, 1990

As he moved from educational institute
the other, from St. Peters to Amanzimtoti

grew.

He later obtained

BA

degree with the
University of South Africa. His subsequent
law studies were interrupted by arrests because

Mothopeng participated.
When there

was

deviation from the

Programme for

a liberal one in the
"Freedom Charter" in 1955, the Africanists

they had also existed in the ANC as the
felt they had to
form their own organisation so as to carry
on with the Programme.

—

Africanist Movement

—

Just 11 months after

"

hopes was snatched away.
Cde Mothopeng was a bom fighter who
led the revolutionary army of the Azanian
masses to and in many a battle, from the

to

Programme of Action. This Programme of
Action, despite tremendous resistance
among the ANC hierarchy, was finally
adopted in 1949 and reinvigorated the ANC
into its first militant campaign — the 1952
Defiance Campaign in which Cde

of his

In the

a

political activities.

1940s, he joined the ANC Youth

League and together with Lembede,
Sobukwe, Madzunya, AP Mda and others
shaped what came to be known as the

forming the PAC,
Mothopeng with the Sobukwes,
Pokelas, Madzunyas, Masemolas led
country-wide anti-pass marches which led
to the massacre of defenceless people by
police in Sharpeville and Langa. The PAC
action caused the regime to declare the state
of emergency for the first time, as well as
suspend a piece of legislation. The PAC and
Cde

ANC

were

both banned because of the

PAC’s

campaign, in which the latter had
refused to participate.
The road became rougher and rougher
for Uncle Zeph, but "The Lion" battled on.
He was imprisoned for three years, after
which he was detained for 90 days before
being banned to Witsiehoek in the Free
37

State, the heartland of Afrikaner

youth. With Sobukwe, who at that time had
been banished to his home-town of Graaff

supremacy. His family was not notified of
banishment to the Free State. He was al-

Reinet, he mobilised student, youth and

lowed only to do manual labour fw 65 cents

worker’s insurrections in an era which crys-

per

talised into the rise of black consciousness.

day.

When the

regime introduced Bantu

Shuttling from

one part

of Azania to the

Education in the 1950s, Cde Mothopeng,
then president of the Transvaal African

other, and masquerading as an insurance
salesman with his brief case, he addressed

Teachers’ Association

rallies of the South African Students’ Or-

(TATA), mobilised
his colleagues into an irresistible force
against the impending settler education
system. He was summarily dismissed from
his post

Indomitable, Uncle Zeph carried on with
the PAC’s programmes, now underground.
This led to another arrest in 1963, six
months after his release from the three-year
jail term. He was sentenced to six years for
furthering the aims of the PAC, then
banned.

ganisation (SASO) and the Black People’s
Convention (BPC). He became the

lynchpin connection between the PAC and
other groups, resulting in his arrest in
December 1977.

Uncle Zeph was number one accused
together with other PAC activists in the first
ever secret trial in South African legal history. It was also the longest trial at that time.
He

was

convicted and sentenced

to

30

fw "manning the PAC underground
railroad", "predicting, plotting and execut¬
years

Upon his release in 1969, Uncle Zeph

ing" the student uprisings and for sending
youths abroad for military training.
During this series of arrests, and according to the Bureau of State Security’s own
admission. Uncle Zeph became and
remains the most tortured politir.al prisoner
in

occupied Azania.
"The Lion" is survived

by his wife, Cde
by him
all these years of forced separation, three
sons, a daughter and more than eight
grandchildren.
In his life time and leadership. Uncle
Zeph rejected ctqritulation and imperialistinspired solutions which sought to compromise and undermine the objectives of
the African people’s struggle towards selfUebania who had stood relentlessly

rule and self-determination.
Lola

ngoxolo Inkokheli yeSizwe.
UyiBhubezi Mothopeng!

revived his contacts with the students and

In

Appreciation of a Great

South African
Obituary: I. B. Tabata
Archie

Mafeje

HE death of I. B. Tabata

T

a

came as

big shock to all those who knew
Many have paid tribute to

him.

As far back

as

attribute greatness even
isted. This is

where

none ex-

scarcely true in the case of

"Tee", as his comrades used to call him.
I. B. Tabata
nary

extra-ordigeneration of self-made South
belonged to

African black leaders. As

an

a

group

of self-

1930s, they took it

themselves to counteract this tendency.
upon

him and expressed sorrow at such a great

loss. In times of death, it is all too easy to

the

Alliance

One of the earliest steps was

the found-

ing of the All-African Convention in 1935,
of which I. B. Tabata
leader. The

was

the effective

expression "All African"

was

People, was about Nor was this purely
parochial. It was also inspired by the
debates that had been raging in the Third
International, regarding iheNanonal Ques-

consciously chosen. The idea behind it was

tion in colonial countries. In those turbulent

the formation of

years

a

national democratic al-

which led to the parting of ways be-

taught Marxists (not all black Marxists
in South Africa are self-taught), they ap-

liance, involving all popular African or-

tween Stalin and

ganisations. The Africans had to leam to

his comrades favoured

predated the limitations of bourgeois
liberalism which permeated all the black

other grouping but as one people

bourgeois nationalists

book

revolutionary national democracy alliance
in colonial countries. They also affirmed.

organisations in South Africa at the time.
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see

themselves not

as

tribal, ethnic, or any

capable of
self-emancipation. This is what the famous
by I. B. Tabata, The Awakening of the

which

was

Trotsky, I. B. Tabata and
Trotsky’s position,

opposed to the inclusion of
or liberals in the

Sapem November, 1990

though not in

a

clear-cut

the pre-

manner,

the basis of

on

a

suppositions of the theory of permanent

programme.

revolution.

the well-known Ten-Point
the

Deep Concern
All this earned them the

appelation

"Trotskytes" from the Stalinists, despite the
fact that their position on the question of the
peasantry differed significantly from that
of Trotsky. They realised that in a divided
South Africa, a "true" proletarian revolution would have very

plications,
were

as

serious racial im-

the majority of the blacks

either peasants ot

migrant workers (a

point over which they had some correspondence with

Trotsky and which applies to
most ex-colonial countries). Thus, the deep
concern with the peasantry and the land
question should be
Tabata’s

of I. B.

seen as one

singular contribution

to the

liberatory struggle in South Africa. This is

clearly reflected in his booklet. The
Rehabilitation Scheme, which

was

an

analysis of the peasants’ reaction to the
government’s agrarian policies.

white

Under the aegis of the All-African Conven-

tion, he did

more

than anyone else to

mobilise the peasants

scious participants in

This led to the formulation of

con-

the national liberation

Programme of

Unity Movement The leaders of the

Southern Africa the
on a

regional basis

for the

integration of capital
matched by a call

was

organisation of labour

on

the

same

basis. This transcended the narrow confines

are

convinced that the Ten-Point

of j»-oto-nationalism

programme

is their biggest contribution to

to the usual

NEUM

and posed a challenge

seems to

have

petit-bourgeois ego-centrism.
Despite all these striking advances and insights, APDUSA was still-born. The reason

been most fundamental in what

they

is

achieved in 1943 is the

non-

the South African revolution. But

might beg to differ. What

racialism and

move

towards

one

mism in the form of concessions to particular colour groups.

lated in the

This got encapsu-

policy of non-collaboration

with the oppressors,

of which I. B. Tabata

the main author, as is shown

by his
book. The Boycott. This was another way
was

of defining those who did not and could not

belong to the national democratic alliance.
This

anticipated collaborationist behaviour

in the post-war

period by

a

whole range of

organisations, starting from the South
African Communist Party (SACP), the
various aparte councils, to the supporters
of Bantustans. All this is

being
replayed in the climate of "negotiations".
now

Too Late
The two

By the 1950s, I. B. Tabata had become a
conservative revolutionary.

the peasants

Barbarism and The Bantus-

At a time when

and workers

greatly
agitated as a response to the various Bantu
laws which

aimed

were

divesting them
vestiges of citizenship in South
Africa, the great leader dithered and took
were

at

of the last

refuge in classical Marxist texts, claiming
that the people were "not yet ready". The
reluctance to advance caused great

tion and led to
1957. The

frustra-

split in the movement in
ensuing confrontations made 1.
a

B. Tabata stick to his guns ever so tena-

ciously that he ended
best children. The

new

up

same

servatism made it
deal with

publications by 1. B. Tabata,

Education for

simple. It was too late.

Refuge

against liberal petty-refor-

in South Africa, who

consequently became very active and

minimum

common

by eating

up

revolutionary

his

con-

impossible for him to

situations with the necessary

flexibility e.g. the 1960 PAC "Venture", as
he called it in his pamphlet of the same title,

struggle—a legacy which will undoubted-

tan

ly reveal itself

ing else but a vindication of what had already been anticipated in 1943-44. In other

the black nationalists elsewhere in Africa

words, they did not mark another

breakthrough. It was the Birth ofAPDUSA

against/^rica and the way he dealt with the
OAU). Yet, in exile and in his declining

the title of the

inaugural speech delivered
by I. B. Tabata at the founding of the

years,

African

herd without progeny

as

the Bantustans get

ravelled and the land

agenda

once

un-

question is put on the

again.
Landmark

The formation of the

Non-European

Unity Movement in 1943 under the leadership of I. B. Tabata and his close associates
another

political landmark. In a racially divided South Africa, the unity of

was

Africans alone

was not

sufficient. All the

oppressed peoples of South Africa, who

happened to be not white, had to be brought
into the

same

national democratic alliance

Fraud, written in the 1950s,

noth-

People’s Democratic Union of

the Black Consciousness Movement

as

is reflected in his Imperialist

he used to

say to me

(and

Conspiracy

in his mother

tongue: Umhlambi ongenamgqeku uyafa (a

Southern Africa (APDUSA) in 1961,

perishes). It is an
irony of history that such a great thinker and

which broke

dedicated

new

ground. In that document,

the

primacy of the workers’ and peasants’
rights was declared unambiguously and the
question of revolutionary armed struggle
broached
time
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were

openly. Furthermore, for the first
by any liberation movement in

revolutionary as I. B. Tabata has
departed, without leaving behind any obvious heirs. The

more

will his absence be

deeply felt by those who out of circumstance have to

inherit his great

mantle.
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BOOK REVIEWS

World
Oxford

University Press, 1990

Reviewed

T

by Yash Tandon

World

HE

Development Report 1990

Development Report,

weighted in their voting

1990 is the 13th annual report

to how much

produced by the World Bank. The

commands in the Bank.

only useful thing about the Report is that
it includes the World Development Indicators, which provide selected social
and economic data

—

on

issues such

as

public

debt and debt service ratios" and

"women in

development"

—

on more

than 120 countries which information is
not

readily available to researchers in
a compact manner anywhere else.

such

Outside of this

annually produced

a

bunch of "experts".

say

If,

the next 10

over

a

year

that the views indeed

porate capital
sentatives sit

40

on

whose political

repre-

the Board of the Bank

a

tri-

in the 1980s

were to

could be disastrous for most

Saharan

be

of sub-

increase at

a

people, and

about 3%

year

in East Asia and 0,5% a year

Africa. With

some

towards adopting the

strategy advocated by the Report, the
number

of

world could fall

million

in the developing

poor

by

more

than 300

by the end of the century.

More determined

poverty
progress.

could

efforts to reduce

see even greater

per

capita incomes

would be 20% lower than

today's

near-subsistence levels.

similar rate,

by between 5,1%

a

would have an additional 165 million

the in-

Broad Social Indicators

capita incomes in the developing

countries will grow

Africa, which today has

population of about 450 million,

(the historical wend) and real

progress

we,

years,

dmtrial countries grow at

in sub-Saharan

know, don’t

seen

repeated in the 1990s, the results

of the Report is

in the Third World, they have to
the following:

Report is a study by the staff of the World

do reflect the strategies of international cor-

growth

by the World Bank. Thus, in relation

able, puts in the usual disclaimer that "this

we

If the patterns of regional income

to the poor

a

necessarily reflect the views of the Board
of Directors or the Governments they represent". This means nothing, of course, for

says:

Latin America and South Asia. Sub-

The World Bank President, Barber Con-

Bank, and the judgements in it do not

15, the Report

affliction of conventional economists

hired

per

by

page

Saharan Africa as well asfor parts of

show, is

confusion written

on

umph in "iffy doublespeak" which is a com-

aid flows

piece of expensively produced

"capital power" each country

The textual part

databank, the Report, as we shall soon
a

And then

according

"Iffy Doublespeak"

mon

"health and nutrition", "external

power

The

Report is studded all

with facts and

of the
case

over

the place

figures showing the dire fate

people of the Third World, but just in

you

allowed yourself to get under the

weight of such harrowing evidence, there
is

a

palliative right at the beginning:

Viewedfrom either perspective—income

and

consumption

on

the

hand, broad social indicators
other—the developing

on

one

the

countries are

advancing much faster than today's
developed countries did at

a com-
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the

parable stage.
A nice phrase—"at a comparable stage".
It

means

nothing. When

was

The evidence in this

there a "com-

Europe, the Americas and Japan were in the

capital

achieved
has two
The

second is

possible that the World
economists are incapable of analys-

not

know that the standard of

living, the

education, the health and the nutritional
content

the last hundred

No,
is not

no,

is

.

..

The

provide basic social ser-

awesome

fallen over

strategy that the

a

track they say:

politically sensitive trade-

poor,

it is likely to prove more

feasible than other strategies.
Other
What "other

Strategies

The word "trade-off is supposed

give the strategy they propose a
credibility and seriousness of a

had
at least the pretence of intelligence. They
talked about this theory or that in erudite,
seemingly scholarly fashion. Thus, the
1987 Report, for example, had "intelligent"

if you did not agree
with them
about why protectionism was
a bad practice, even quoting from the likes
things to

say

—

even

—

of Ricardo and John Stuart Mill to

"historical

authority" to their

give

case

for

"comparative cost advantages" of liberal
international trade.
i

The 1990 Report has abandoned even

•

the
pretence of intelligence. It is an exercise in
desperation. Not entirely the authors’ fault,
for the point is that all previous grandiose
theories of the World Bank economists
have fallen flat

on

their face and there is

nothing better to offer. Can anybody beat

Sapem November, 1990

a

play upon words, for capital, as capital, is
phenomenon in world history from

a recent

businessman about to write
one

a

cheque. But,

might ask, what is this "trade-off be-

tween

the poor

tal".
But back to the

two-pronged strategy for
offered by the Report Thus, enlightened about this wonderous strategy,
the poor

the readers should have had the exhilarat-

strategies" the Report does

to

Earlier World Development Reports

capital". Since when did
capital become human? Or, to put it differently, since when did labour (for that is
what the authors seem to be talking about
when they refer to "human") become capi
tal? This is a serious question and not just

ing that their labour too is a form of "capi¬

not say.

Intelligence

talk

about "human

involve

produce wealth on one side and poverty on

daylight fraud.

place, the economists should

have known that it is patently absurd to

Although the two-part strategy does

on a race

off between the poor and the non-

a cover-up, a

Capital

which you get the description of the present

presented in the Report as if it is some
new discovery. With the certainty

of a drunk

years?

Report is

.

non-poor.

epoch as that of capitalism, wliere capital
exploits labour for profit To talk about
"human capital" is deliberately calculated
to take the sting out of the exploitative
character of "capital" and todepoliticise the
struggle of the working people by suggest-

about the mechanisms that

the other. The

labour

kind of a

telling us the truth about the world. It
us

to

of the poor’s most
—

World Bank luminaries have to offer, and it

the World Development Report

does not tell

use

asset

This is the

of the diet of the bulk of the people

of the Third World have actually

that

vices to the poor....

ing the very facts and figures of the "broad
brought to the surface? Do they

a strategy

first element is to promote the

abundant

medicine? Is it

social indicators" that their hired re-

by pursuing

has been

equally important elements.

productive

Third World without food, water or

searchers

and those of the

In the first

Report suggests

progress on poverty

so

single-mindedly, bloody-minded in its
rapacity for profit that the skies have now
broken surface (with the bursting of the
ozone layer) and millions perish in the

Bank

poor

Human

that rapid and politically sustainable

parable stage" when the countries of
vice of international corporate

following strategy that the 1990 Report

has to offer fcx the future?

and the non-poor"? The

ing feeling of the dizzy heights of the intelligence of the World Bank tlieoreticians if
it were not for the final coup de grace:
The two-part strategy

is, therefore,
likely to be adopted in countries
where the poor have a say in politi-

more

cal and economic decision-making.

Report explains:
The

framework of political and

economic institutions is important
because

policies to reduce poverty
trade-off. This trade-off is
not, in the main, between growth and
the reduction ofpoverty. Switching to
an efficieiu, labour-intensive pattern
ofdevelopment and investing more in

involve

human

a

capital of the poor are not
only consistent with faster long-term
growth; they contribute to it. Since
these actions mean that a larger
share of income and more public
spending will go to the poor, the principal trade-off, especially in the short
run, is between the interest of the

Poor Education

Where, for heaven’s sake, did the
economists of the World Bank learn their
lessons in political economy? Any first vear

undergraduate in

a

Third World university

could teach these highly-paid experts of the
World Bank a

thing or two about the reality

of political power

in their countries. Better
still, let them visit Crossroads in South
Africa, Eastleigh and Pangani in Kenya and
the hostel colonies of Mbare Musika in
Zimbabwe to

pick for themselves the wis-

dom of the poor.

The problem lies not with

the salaries that the World Bank experts get;
the

problem lies in their poor education.D
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The

Agrarian Question, Food Crisis and

Transition in Africa
Modernizing Hunger: Famine, Food Surplus and Farm Policy in the EEC
and Africa by Philip Raikes (1988), London: CIIR and James
Currey
The

Agrarian Question in Socialist Transitions by Ashwani Saith [ed]
(1985), London: Frank Cass
Reviewed

by Lloyd M. Sachikonye

HE twin

T

challenges of agrarian
development and industrialisation feature

prominently

focused

only one or other aspect of the
"agrarian stagnation", "food crisis" and

agrarian policies in Africa have conuibuted

on

to

the malaise in agriculture. Several such

on

"skewed industrialisation". Very few at-

policies

Africa’s agenda for the 1990s. Indeed,

tempts have been made to examine the

states have

the

agrarian question in contemporary Africa
in a more coherent and integrated fashion.

pacify the politically volatile urbanised
population but in particular to defuse wage

manner

mammoth

and extent to which these

challenges

are

addressed will

.determine whether the continent will

The bodes

by Raikes and Saith represent

critically evaluated. Many
pursued cheap food policies to

are

demands. This has been

largely through

successfully overcome its structural
under-development when it enters the
21st century. The relationship between

good attempts to analyse the nature of the
agrarian question and the impediments to

effect of keeping
prices of basic foodstuffs low has been

its resolution. They both draw on illuminat-

meagre {H'oducer prices.

agriculture and industrialisation has

ing

sumer

been the

subject of analysis and debate

in both liberal economic

theory and

Marxist

political economy. It is generally accepted that both capitalist and
socialist industrialisation crucially
depend upon the mobilisation of agricultural surplus. The terms under which

agriculture finances industrialisation
determined

by the relative strength
of the agrarian and manufacturing
bourgeoisie; the role of the State and the
class weight of workers and the
are

case

framewcxks

ly determined by the
to which

the

manner and extent

agrarian question is

different and this leads

to

net

But while low con-

prices stimulate demand, low

producer prices reduce supplies and

en-

Nevertheless, the chief strength of both

courage cross-border smuggling to markets
offering higher prices. One response by the

books is their

State

integrated discussion of the

various elements which constitute the

to

reduced food

supplies has been

food aid

imports which also
depress domestic food prices. Of course,
recourse to

agrarian question: terms of trade between
agriculture and manufacturing industry, the

this

central role of the State in

subsidies needs modification in the

determining

those terms, the roots of the food crisis and
social relations of

production in agricul-

hire.

Raikes’ is

much

longer and ambitious
book. The major issues which he tackles rea

account

of

cheap food supplies and
light of

World Bank and International

Monetary
Fund- (IMF) backed structural adjustment
programmes which have resulted in the

slashing of such subsidies and consequent

Causes of Famine

food riots in

regulation of inter-sectoral terms of

some

African countries.

‘State Class’

late to the limitations of State intervention
in the

resolved.

are

different emphases and conclusions.

peasantry. The trajectory of the industrialisation process will thus be large-

studies. Their analytical

food subsidies. The

Nevertheless, the agrarian crisis requires
an

explanation and therefore Raikes

ex-

trade, the causes and dimensions of famine

plores the social basis and political tenden-

plays in the mobilisation of agricultural
suiplus and its attempts at industrialisation

and the effects of

European Economic
Community (EEC) food aid on recipient

cies of the State. He contends that the

have been

countries. Raikes argues—like others have

process

In

Africa, the central role which the State

extensively documented.

However, much of the literature has
42

done

on

the

right and left

—

that State

centrality of the State in the accumulation
derives from the absence of any
significant capitalist class in most African
Sapem November. 1990

1
countries at

independence. The defining

characteristic of this class

—

which is

am-

ment

of

biguously termed the ‘state-class’ — is that

tion has

its

of

means

of accumulation lie in the control

of the levers of

political

Favourable

resources.

power

access to

and State

subsidised

credit, grants and other scarce resources
distributed

through State agencies provide

capitalist agri-business, Raikes

shows how in the West the

agrarian

ques-

largely been resolved in the favour
large agrarian and industrial interests. It

is observed that agriculture
in relative

had diminished

importance both in

terms of

employment and of its contribution to the

things easier for cereal marketing parastatal monopolies. The distribution of this
grain enabled them to offset some of their
losses

on

other

operations. The availability

of food aid postponed such hard decisions

increasing producer prices because of
likely political ripple effects.

as

their

final value of output. The industrialisation

The discussion

on

the determinants of

opportunities for such accumulation. It is

of

argued that his

entrenched agro-industrial interests con-

to

tinues

chapter in Raikes’ book. Borrowing extensively from Sen’s seminal work on Poverty and Famines, Raikes shows that the
major determinants include diminished ac-

bourgeoisie

predisposes this

to favour State intervention in

the economy

funds and

access

since this expands the flow of

resources

available for extraction

agriculture under the impetus of
gather momentum. However, the

to

high levels of State protection (including
massive

subsidies) for agriculture explain

through manipulation of political and

the protracted survival of smaller

bureaucratic processes. However, with inrevenue

producers, the unprofitability of most
agricultural production, higher prices and

deeper. As

subsidised food mountains. The model of

creasing budgetary problems, the
needs to be

net

case

wider and

the industrial sector is

largely exempt from
through the various ‘tax-holding’
measures to induce foreign investors to set

advanced

capitalist agriculture with all its

taxation

inherent

over-production, high subsidies

up business, any additional tax revenues are

more

and environmental side-effects cannot be

extracted from the peasant sector. These ex-

inappropriate for African states.
However, this analysis also lays bare the

tractive mechanisms set in motion

by the

double standards which inform the

imperative’ have depres-

prescriptions of "rolling back the State"

peasant agriculture and in-

slashing agricultural subsidies and

State’s ‘revenue
sive effects

on

In short, Raikes argues

comes.

that the

peasant sector subsidises the State’s food

policies and urban

wage

goods: in other

words, finances the industrialisation
process.

State
tural
in

However, the overall impact of

marketing monopoly

over

agricul-

products has been counter-productive

privatisation of parastatals and markets
touted

by such institutions

It is

of killing

the goose that lays the
golden eggs. Even then, Raikes is not coma case

pletely dismissive of the role of the State
should continue to

play: for instance, the

distribution of food aid to
cannot

be left to the mercy

needy sectors

of market for¬

ces.

the World

Bank. The picture which emerges
context

in which African states

agrarian question is now

plex than it
USA and

was

is that the

grapple the

even more com-

in 19th century Europe,

Raikes then pursues a useful discussion

of the trends of EEC food aid to Africa and

the

recipient countries. Clearly,
politics of food aid in this respect

devolve

on

on

the politico-economic interests

of individual EEC members. It

was

served that there had been variations

The State’s role in

parameters of

ture.

In

trends in
a

defining the

agrarian accumulation
global capitalist agricul-

concise discussion of the

Sapem November, 1990

to

their

policies rather than direct food needs. Also

should be viewed in the wider context of
current

obover

time which reflected the standing of certain
African States and donor attitudes

Agri-business

develop¬

visible

was an

cess to

land and other productive resources

of employment and stable social networks.

Thus,
the

food shortage characterises
absolutely poorest strata, both urban
constant

and rural, and is

income since it

clearly related

occurs even

to lack of

where there is

plenty of food for those who could afford
it. There is need to distinguish between
constant and long-term food shortage,
seasonal shortage and famine. The risk of
exposure to such shortage or famine varied
between social classes. Rich peasant
households take advantage of lower terms
of

exchange with poorer ones and pasdrought or season stress
periods. Thus, periods of seasonal stress become the occasion for
major and irreversible changes in the fortunes of a family and strata: land, cattle or personal postoralists in such

of

Food Aid

its effects

shortages and famine which continue

stalk some States probably forms the best

sessions are sold at the worst possible terms

Japan.

diminishing the surplus created by

peasant producers and, therefore, possibilities of its reinvestment in agriculture.

as

food

element of expxtrt promotion

in EEC food aid, not

only for the products

themselves but for

processing plant and
equipment especially in the dairy and
cereal sub-sectors. Food aid had made

exchange. The ‘survival strategy’ for
getting through one bad patch involve
reduced capacity to survive the next. Such
seasonal stress provided a scope for differentiation within the peasantry. Of
the historical roots of famine lie in

course,

the differential modes of colonial penetration and extraction, land alienation and the
commoditisation process set in motion
while post-independence civil wars and extemal destabilisation conditions have

ex-

acerbated it in

regions of Ethiopia, Sudan,
Uganda, Chad, Angola and Mozambique.
State policies to assuage these conditions

have not been characterised with success;
settlement of conflicts will provide minimum

conditions for the resuscitation of

production. But

a

whole package of
43

r
measures to

rehabilitate the famine victims

and the environment will need to be put into

from the good value of this thoughtprovoking, readable and useful book.

place.

Case Studies
Weaknesses

The volume edited

spite of the masterly marshalling of
data and arguments, there are several weak-

by Saith focuses on a
broadly similar range of issues relating to
the agrarian question in developing

in Raikes' account The first relates

societies. However, it also includes several

In

nesses

the

ambiguities of some of the concepts
uses to explain the class basis of
the State and the protractedness of the
capitalist agrarian transition in Africa. His
"state-class' is an amorphous class: it
seems to combine the petit-bourgeoisie,
emergent industrial bourgeoisie and the
bureaucratic bourgeoisie. The social basis
of uhis bourgeoisie is not necessarily the
same; nor do their interests necessarily
coincide. Secondly, Raikes seems
profoundly pessimistic about the prospects
of capitalist accumulation and therefore of
a capitalist agrarian transition. Evidence
adduced in recent studies points to the
development of a domestic agrarian hourgeoisie and rich peasantry broadly confirming that differentiation processes are occurring in African agriculture (Bourenane and
Mkandawire 1987, Sachikonye 1989). The
pessimistic discussion on the potential of
peasants to defend their interests (even if
this basically centres on withdrawal from
State-controlled markets) seems to be also
rooted in an analytical fiamework in which
class analysis plays a marginal role. A careful and. critical application of the Marxist
conceptual framework — and it has proved
rich in unravelling the complexities of the
agrarian question elsewhere—would have
integrated the disparate concepts and issues
to

which he

which Raikes admits

were

difficult to tie

together in the conclusion. Although his
critique of State performance in agriculture
and its response to famine is convincing,
his book is short on possible alternative
suuctures which could serve peasant interests or

become the basis for

a

socialist

agrarian transition. There is, for example,
no discussion of the potential of peasantcontrolled cooperatives in providing
democratic structures and

an

alternative

variant of accumulation in the countryside.
These criticisms need not,

44

however, detract

non-African

case

studies:

on

the Soviet

Union, India, China and Nicaragua. More

importantly, its case studies are more consciously rooted within a broad Marxist
framework of agrarian analysis. Above all,
it concentrates

on

the vicissitudes of

socialist agrarian transitions. The more systematic discussion of the

key concepts and
application in analyses in the case
studies provide a certain coherence to the
volume. Saith begins by advancing several
propositions regarding socialist agrarian
transitions. First, the agrarian question in a
developing society concerns the instrumentality of the agrarian sector in financing industrialisation through the provision of intheir

vestible
dustrial

resources

which the

nascent

in-

in sufficient
magnitude from within. Second, the rural
sector is viewed as the subject of socialist
development by virtue of the fact that it is
sector cannot generate

in the rural sector that the bulk of its poorer

population lives. There

the possibility
growth could
generate inter-sectoral imbalances through
expedient institutional policies, especially
in the rural sector. Such policies could easily divert the trajectory of transition from a
was

that accelerated industrial

socialist

Pursuing the question of the unequal
between agriculture and industry,
Saidi questions the method used for calculating inter-sectoral net resource flows
(ISNRF). The ISNRF approach used prices
which transactions were recorded and, as

such, ignored the possibility of transfer

pricing methods used to enforce unequal
change. In most situations, the level at
which the terms of exchange were pegged
was too adverse from agriculture’s point of
view.

Gloomy Scenario
eSaith then

countries has not involved, let alone been

directed, by the peasantry and also the
vested interest

by dominant classes in the
continuity of existing patterns of social
reproduction and the addiction of the State
"to the opiate of State farm sector which,
while being expensive and drawing lesourfrom the development of the
provide market surpluses
painlessly" p. 37). In the absence of a political mobilised peasantry, there was often
present the danger that a partial land
reform, if not followed soon by a second
round, could retard the dynamism of the
ces

away

poorer peasantry,

impulse arising from the poor peasantry.
Surplus Margin
In

summarising the impediments to
agrarian transitions in developing
societies, Saith argues that the major adverse factors are a narrower surplus margin,
worse structural parameters relating to
technological and demographic factors, a
socialist

less

benign international context and the
imperatives to fulfil the basis needs
of the population. Although he insists that
his argument did not deny the possibility of
socialist agrarian transitions in developing
societies, many ‘socialist’ transitions "had
been hijacked en route by industrialism
which in turn is an expression of the class
social

character of the dominant forces in power

particular conjuncture" (p. 43).
chapter, Mundle argued that although the existence of a backward linkage
between agriculture and indusdy via the
at a

In his

one.

terms

at

agrarian transition in developing societies.
gloominess is that the
revolutionary process in some of these
The basis of the

paints

a

somewhat gloomy

scenario of the prospects

of socialist

home market in transitional economies has
been

reecognised, the potential importance
agriculture as a market for manufacturing industry has usually been overshadowed by its role as a source of mobilising surpluses of labour, food and savings
financing indusuial growth. This represented a specific variety of primitive accumulation or what Harrison in his chapter
on the Soviet Union refers to as ‘primary
accumulation’. The chapters on the
socialist agrarian transition(s) in the USSR,
China and Nicaragua by Harrison, Blecher
and FitzGerald are illuminating. Several

of
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broad weaknesses in the

amined within the parameters

strategies of tran-

tion process

of Marxist
concepts relating to the agrarian question.
This enables the chapters to go beyond the
empirical analysis contained in Raikes’ ac-

which

count

sition in these societies
These relate

to excesses

identified.

are

of the collectivisa-

in the USSR in the 1930s
being documented in this
era of perestroika. This process was characterised by "a top-down approach" to the
mobilisation of the peasantry and extraction of their surpluses. The commandist apare now

on

Furthermore, they specifically focus

complexities of socialist transition in

"effectively disarmed
social force of socialist

transformation and left them in the cold"

(pp. 102-103). Although the State farm became

dominant, it

was

untransformed,

its

Achilles’ heel consisted of the inherited

these two countries and succeed in explain-

system of drawing labour from the
peasantry on the basis of an internal

proach under-estimated the inertia and

ing the factors militating against it.
Amongst the major factors ar the meagre
surpluses generated in agriculture in both

resistance "down below in the face of

countries, the concenu'alion of resources in

higher-level directives, the multiplication

the State farm sector, the mistaken concep-

of centfaliscd administrative controls

tion of

a supposed duality in agriculture
(between modem and subsistence sectors),
and the neglect of the smallholders. As

on

economic life, the

spread of forced labour
and the alienation of peasants from socialist
goals" (p. 100). The legacy of this process

Ghose observes, the basic constraint on the

has been the recurrent crisis in Soviet

transition in Ethiopia is that agriculture
presently produces meagre economic
surplus. It was only at the cost of poverty
for the peasantry that a surplus was extracted from agriculture today. Yet, in the
foreseeable future, agriculture will be required to bear the burden of providing the
investible resources for national development. As the problem was one of generating such resources without further squeezing the consumption of the peasantry, what

agriculture. The necessity for periodic
grain imports is a symptom of deep-rooted
problems in Soviet agriculture. A strong
critique of the predominant focus on the
State farm

sector runs

through the

as.sess-

of the

agrarian transitions in the
USSR and Nicaragua. In Sandinistagoverned Nicaragua, the problem became
one of the multiplicity of State institutions
ments

which

were too

bureaucratic and inflexible.

The exclusive concentration

thjs State

was

the focus of modernisation

"on

on

farm sector

as

led to the

neglect of the peasant and

needed

was

the mobilisation of labour

cooperative sectors in terms of the
provision of resources and pricing. This

significant scale for capital construetion in agriculture so that a part of consumption of the peasantry is ttansformed
into investment" (p. 143). The solution to

will create

this di lemma for G hose was what he termed

not to

political problems for the future
speak of depressed economic condi-

tions for accumulation. To

overcome

a

"labour investment"

promoted through
cooperative framework.

this

contradiction, FitzGerald argues that the
State farm

sector

should act

as

point of ar-

ticulation for small and medium farmers instead of acting as a competitor to

articulation will

them. This
require the shifting of

input and investment resources to them in
exchange for guaranteed production sold to

[

the State farm sector
the peasantry as a

the State.
Marxist

;

Concepts

The

chapters on the blocked socialist
Ethiopia and Mozambique by
Ghose and Wuyts respectively also tackle
the issues raised by Raikes. The extractive
mechanisms deployed by the State, the inefficiencies of State farms, the neglect of
cooperatives and the ptcasant sector arc extransitions in

Sapem November, 1990

migrant labour system. The task in U'ansforming this system was the creation of a
stable proletariat and simultaneously freeing peasant agriculture from its subordinate
position by raising its productivity through
the cooperative movement. In Ethiopia, the
performance of State farms as in Mozambique was below expectations and did not
justify the enormous resources invested in
them.
Fresh

cumulation in

Pea.sant Labour

primary socialist

perestroika (which concedes the limitations of the Stalinist collective model and

of State farms and affirms usefulness of the

conunbutions of smallholders and coopera-

tives),, fresh thinking

on

how to solve the

agrarian question in socialist and (aspirant
socialist) societies will be required. The
concepts developed by Marxists and
'Leninists in

still

analysing the agrarian question

illuminating. Contributors

Both Ghose and

Wuyts stress that the
productivity on State farms in both
Ethiopia and Mozambique partly depends
the exploitation of peasant labour. In
Mozambique, Wuyts observed that the

on

cornerstone

of the State farm

sector was

effectively. Although their overall estimation of the role

agrarian

question in Africa docs not markedly differ
from those of Raikes, their

systematic

elucidation of the concepts demonstiaic the

rigour of the framework they

use.

There-

fore, their discussion of what should be

supplies of casual and seasonal labour
provided by the peasantry. However, this
utilisation of labour was not accompanied
by the transformation of the rural economy.

done to resolve the

The link between smallholder

these two books

agriculture
and the imperatives for peasants’ entry into
wage labour did not seem to have been fully
recognised by State authorities. Instead, the
implicit notion of modernisation through

to

Saith’s volume used them

of the State and dimension of the
•

ac-

agriculture is revised and

modified in the 1990s in the wake of

are

a

Thinking

As the model of

agrarian question in

contemporary Africa is, therefore, much

sharper and conclusive. Notwithstanding
their different

tions to the

analytical perspectives,
are

important contribu-

understanding of the agrarian

transition in Africa, on which the prospects
of indu-strialisation

hinge.O
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Compiled by Mapopa Chipeta
Introduction

ANNOUNCEMENTS
In any

discussion of concessional rcsources and financial
key focus should be on domestic
resources and the develt^ment potential ofcountries in the "inner
periphery" since concessional resources (ODA) should, strictly
speaking, be regarded as supplementary to domestically
generated resources.
investments and their uses, the

SAFES Seminar Series
This month, November, SAFES Trast launches its

Special
monthly Seminar programme on Debt and Structural Adjustment
Programmes (SAPs) in Southern Africa. The Seminar series on
Debt and SAP will focus

on

three

Zambia, Malawi and Tanzania,
Research

as

studies in the

region:
part of SAFES’ on-going
case

project on Debt and Development.

The inaugural paper to be presented by

The conference,
resources

and

therefore, focused initially on the domestic

development potential of the countries under

consideration.
Focus

the project coordinatOT,

Allast Mwanza, is titled The Current Structural

Adjustment
Programme in Zambia: Lessons, Challenges and Alternatives. In
the subsequent issues of this Newsletter column, we will carry
reports on the proceedings of the Seminar and research updates
on the project itself. Scholars interested in the research i^oject
on Debt and Structural Adjustment can obtain further details

•

for

a

labour

reserve

economy,

remittances are criucal to Lesotho’s
development. The key issue is how they are handled and
channelled by the banking system towards either
investment or consumption.
•

There is need, therefore, to

investigate the ultimate uses to

which these funds

especially the deferred

not

Conference

•

are

put

a

need to

savings which

are

investment.

assess

the ultimate

use to

which

are

in compensation to the Lesotho
put, since these compensation payments

revenue.

University of Lesotho hosted the above conference. The
•

With

regard to Lesotho’s public finance system, there is

need to review and assess the taxation policies of GOL and
their consequences on
evaluate the

migration, political developments in South Africa and their
impact on the inner-periphery and options for the inner-periphery
countries in the post-apartheid period. Further details can be
obtained from Dr Mafa Sejanamane, Department of Political

There is also

short-term

constitute about 65% of Government of Lesotho (GOL)

Department of Political Science of the National

questions of economic relations between
South Africa and her neighbours particularly the inner-periphery
states of Lesotho, Botswana, Swaziland and Namibia, labour

are

available for long-term

Government

Periphery, Roma, Lesotho, 7-9 July, 1990

conference dealt with

wages,

banking sector (i.e. Lesotho Bank, Central Bank)

SACUA funds paid

Post-Apartheid Southern Ajrica and Problems of the Inner
The

resources

deferred pay or wage

maintain that such funds

on

the financial

generated by the migratory labour system either as

since the

Report

Lesotho

Financial Resources

from Allast Mwanza, SAFES Trust, Box MPlll, Mount

Pleasant, Harare, Zimbabwe.

on

•

Lesotho’s development and also to
equity implications of the system.

With respect to

Government expenditure, there is a need

evaluate the pattern

Science. P.O. Roma 180, Lesotho. The conference drew a number

of budgetary allocations in the
political system, and review
the adverse effects that this has on Lesotho’s development,

of resolutions and below

given the total absence of any controls or checks on

we

highlight key issues.

to

context

of

an

Government
46

unaccountable

expenditure.
Sapem November, 1990

Agricultural Resources and Potential
•

The chosen strategy has to balance between concerns about
food

self-sufficiency and food security

as

strategies of

developing the agricultural sector.
•

A clear need

was

identified to tackle the well-known

supply and mariceting problems within Lesotho’s domestic
market

sphere and those attributable

to Lesotho’s

should be

There

need to

was a

horticultural crops

•

There

It

quality of livestock breeds.

There

was a

need to

US$86 million in aggregate terms. The key

programmes.
•

and external

of available concessional

b) to evaluate this technical cooperation p-ogramme on an

resources

use

This national technical

cooperation programme should be
shift from ad hoc donor
supported projects to donor supported investment

seen as

production

of both domestic

will be undertaken.

resources

was a

was

of Lesotho
area

clear need for

—

i.e.

human

a

precious stones,

of the LHWP.

systematic and consistent

development and economic growth and
development. These universal findings emphasised the
need for priority to be given to investment in the social
sector i.e. training — education, health,
housing, in order

Sapem November, 1990

use

of the

alternative channel for

The need for effective national investment programmes
the

direct correlation between

as an

supported development programmes. There are
possibilities of micro-funding of programmes that can be
implemented by donor agencies in cooperation with
Non-Govemmental Organisations.

also a need to protect

development programmes. It was
regard that the Human Development Report

of UNDP for 1990 made

recognised the possible

donor

agricultural sector

was

in
identified given the likelihood

of declines in food aid and food assistance programmes to

investment in human
noted in this

welcomed the formation of the Lesotho Council

Non-Govemmental Sector

identified. There

in the construction

The group

of NGOs and

comprehensive and intensive geological
and prospecting to determine the mineral potential
was

critical in the proposed

programme.
•

Development

There

use

need to

invested; and

•

•

was a

framework within which all concessional resources will be

the need for

Human

optimise the
there

develop a national
prioritisation and implementation capacity wh^ch will
undertake the following tasks:a) to prepare a national technical cooperation programme,
which provides a medium-term (i.e. 5-year period)
resources,

Mineral Resources and Potential

—

In order to

annual basis.

identified, where cost-effective

metals

prioritisation of

approach in aid utilisation programmes and shift from
project approaches to long-term resource investment

implement all aspects of the national

for well conceived programmes of agricultural

the mineral

There was, therefore, a need for national

should be channelled in order to eliminate the ad lioc

relating Lesotho’s agricultural sector with donor
programmes, the distortions that had been caused by donor
financed project experiments were recognised. The need

of Lesotho

available to Lesotho

well-conceived programmes to which these resources

In

surveys

period 1989-1990, these

given the uncertainties of the
magnitude of flows in this (1990s) decade.

resources

watersheds.

•

bilateral. In the

question revolved around the effective utilisation of these

plan in order to protect the land as an
agricultural resource base and also protect Lesotho’s

was

amounts of concessional resources

resources amount to

environmental

•

observed that Lesotho has, over the last decade, been

or

intensify production of high value
with high export potential. The

in the

Prospects

whether multilateral

potential in livestock production and in wool and mohair
production even though it was acknowledged that the
quality of wool and mohair was declining given the decline
•

was

receiving considerable

realisation that Lesotho still has considerable

was a

given to women as a target group.

Observation

•

potential fcH' intensive vegetable production and irrigated
production was high given Lesotho’s water resources.

potential of our citizens. Priority

Concessional Resource Flows and

membership of SACUA and competitive agricultural
imports.
•

realise the true human

to

Regarding the agricultural sectOT, there was a need for an
in-depth investigation of Lesotho’s agricultural potential
and comparative advantage in order to determine the most
viable agricultural strategy that the country can pursue in
the CMitext of regional economic integration in the 1990s.

Lesotho in the 1990s.

Political Democratisation
•

It

was

emerging

Conditionality
regard that there seems to be

as a

observed in this

consensus amongst

an

the various donor countries

and agencies whether bilateral or multilateral that political

democratisation is

a

pre-condition for sustainable

development. In order to optimise the utilisation of
47

concessional resources, there is a need for an

enabling
political and social environment within which
development programmes can be implemented. The
advantages of a democratic political environment are as

Resolutions passed by the Conference on "New
Post-Apartheid South Africa and its Neighbours"

Resolutions
•

follows:-

optimum resource use and rational
especially by Governments.
to

so

far

as

resource

allocation,

it is democratic, and therefore legitimate, it

•

the

In

preparation for the post-apartheid South Africa, each

revenue

with the A.N.C., should look
possibilities of extending the customs union into more
complex stages of a common market and economic union.
into

far as it guarantees popular participation, it is the

basis upon

as

member state, in conjunction

expenditure.
so

SACU-A should be maintained subject to
ensure both agricultural and indusu-ial
development of the less developed member states, as well

sharing arrangement to reflect the state of
development of these member states.

obviates the need for militarisation and excesses in military

c) In

Inter-Regional Trade

renegotiation to

a) In so far as it is accountable, such a political system leads

b) In

on

The present

which sustainable development can be attained.

•

There is a need for a conference to discuss the implications
of the Lesotho

Highlands Water Project in the
post-apartheid South Africa. Such a conference should also
focus

on

the cost-effectiveness of

self-sufficiency in

electricity supply for Lesotho.

SAFES PUBLICATIONS
AVAILABLE TITLES
The

following publications are available from SAFES Trust:
of International Finance Capital by Dani Wadada Nabudere, 1989, Z$14,00
Fight My Beloved Continent: New Democracy in Africa by Issa Shivji, 1988, Z$5,(X)
Of Feathers and Dead Leaves and Other Poems by Christopher Henry Muwanga-Barlow, 1989, Z$8,00
Women in Zimbabwe by Elinor Batezat and Margaret Mwalo, 1989, Z$10,00
The Future of Socialism by Samir Amin
The Crash

FORTHCOMING TITLES
The Role

of African Intellectuals, edited by Ibbo Mandaza
Employment Crisis in Africa: Issues in Human Resources Development Policy, edited by Crispin Grey-Johnson
The IMF and Tanzania, edited by Horace Campbell and Howard Stein
The

ORDER FORM
To:

The Business

Please send

me

Manager, SAFES Trust, P.O. Box MP 111, Mount Pleasant, Harare, Zimbabwe
proforma invoice for supplying the following titles and quantities by airmail/surface mail."

1.

2.

3.

4.
Name:

_

Address:
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LONRHO

Ace

Engineering (Private) Limited

Construction Associates

(Private) Limited
Corsyn Consolidated Mines Limited

The associated
make Lonrho

companies of the Lonrho Group combine to
one

of Zimbabwe’s most effective income

generators in the areas of mining,

W Dahmer &

Company (Private) Limited

manufacturing and

agriculture.

Crittall-Hope Limited
David Whitehead Textiles Limited
Eastern Districts

Engineers

(Private) Limited
Engineering Research and
Manufacturing Industries Limited
Gramma Records

Company

(Private) Limited
Homestake Mining and Technical
Services (Private) Limited

Independence Mining
(Private) Limited
Italian Coachbuilders

(Private) Limited
LC S Computer Software & Bureau Specialists
(Private) Limited
Lonrho Motor Industries Limited

Mobile Motors

(Private) Limited: Associate

National Blankets

(Private) Limited

Savannah Wildlife Division
Simms Electrical and Diesel
Services (Private) Limited
Teal Record

Company (C.A.) Limited

'IHirnpan Zimbabwe Limited

Unity Woodworking Division
The Wattle

Company Limited

Willoughbys Consolidated PLC
Zambesi Coachworks Limited

Zimoco Limited

Zimparts (Private) Limited

Part of the

strength of Zimbabwe
LINTAS: ZIMBABWE 10694
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SAFES PUBLICATIONS

I

SOUTHERN AFRICA POLITICAL ECONOMY SERIES:

The Future of Socialism

e
I/I

events which have

tackles the

by Samir Amin has been a much awaited publication considering

recently engulfed Eastern Europe. In this concise publication Samir Amin

problem by tracing the historiography of socialism, liberal axioms and market

capitalism.
Bureaucratisation which has

operated under the banner of socialism has been its own grave

digger. Popular mass uprisings have seen the demise of the ruling classes in many countries
of the Eastern Bloc. Third World countries have not been spectators
but have continued to face pressure

in this historical drama,

from the World Bank and International Monetary Fund

(IMF) to adopt economic recovery and structural adjustment programmes.

SOUTHERN

AFRICA

^ 5 ^ POLITICAL ECONOMY SERIES

i

I Avenir Du Socialisme
{

THE FUTURE OF

SOeUHlSM
Samir Amin
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12.
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